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CARACAS, Venezuela (AP) - Venezuela's government
announced Friday that it is devaluing the country's currency, a
long-anticipated change expected to push up prices in the heavily import-reliant economy.
Officials said the fixed exchange rate is changing from 4.30
bolivars to the dollar to 6.30 bolivars to the dollar.
The devaluation had been widely expected by analysts in
recent months, though experts had been unsure about whether
the government would act while President Hugo Chavez
remained out of sight in Cuba recovering from cancer surgery.
It was the first devaluation to be announced by Chavez's government since 2010, and it pushed up the price of the dollar
against the bolivar by 46.5 percent.
By bowing the bolivar value of Venezuela's dollar-denominated oil sales, the change is expected to help ease a difficult budget outlook for the government, which has turned increasingly to
borrowing to meet its spending obligations.
But analysts said the move would not be sufficient to end the
government's budget woes or balance the exchange rate with an
overvalued currency. Economists predicted higher inflation and
a likely continuation of shortages of some staple foods, such as
cornmeal, chicken and sugar.
Planning and Finance Minister Jorge Giordani said the new
rate will take effect Wednesday, after the two-day holiday of
Carnival. He said the old rate would still be allowed for some
transactions that already were approved by the state currency
agency.
Venezuela's government has had strict currency exchange controls since 2003 and maintains a fixed, government-set exchange
rate. Under the controls, people and businesses must apply to a
government currency agency to receive dollars at the official rate
to import goods, pay for travel or cover other obligations.
While those controls have restricted the amounts of dollars
available at the official rate, an illegal black market has flourished and the value of the bolivar has recently been eroding. In
black market street trading, dollars have recently been selling for
more than four times the official exchange rate of 4.30 bolivars
to the dollar.
Economist Pedro Palma, a professor at Caracas' IESA business
school, said the government's decision to allow some previously
requested dollar transactions for products in categories such as
food, health care, construction and autos will somewhat soften
the impact on inflation. But he predicted the devaluation would
inevitably further drive up inflation.
Economist Jose Guerra told The Associated Press that given
the devaluation, he predicts inflation of more than 25 percent this
year.
The announcement of the devaluation came after the country's
Central Bank said annual inflation rose to 22.2 percent in
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At the end of the movie classic "Casablanca," Humphrey
Bogart utters the famous
phrase, "I think this is the
beginning of a beautiful friendship."
On Saturday mornings in
January and February, several
such friendships are perhaps
being born inside the North
State
Murray
of
Gym
University's venerable Can
Health Building as children are
coming to know each other
through the inaugural Special
Olympics Young Athletes program.
"It's about inclusion; and you
know something'? You look at
these kids and. really don't
know who has the disability
and who doesn't. That's what
we wanted, too ," said Laura
Miller, coordinator of Special
Olympics in Calloway County.
The six-week program is for
ages 2-7. Members of
children
Times
&
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger
Exercise Science
MSU
the
Murray
the
with
students
join
program
sports
Children participating in the Special Olympics
vast majority of
the
Club,
State University Exercise Science Club Saturday in rising out of a joining-of-hands-huddle as
oversee a
seniors,
are
which
Saturday's session closes in the North Gym of MSU's Carr Health Building.
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Smith,Yonts discuss Ky. pensions
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer
Concerned citizens and elected officials
gathered at Wrather Museum Saturday
afternoon to hear the advice of lawmakers
and advisors regarding the continued
struggle for pension funding in the state of
Kentucky.
Coordinated through Murray State
University alum Steve Hamrick and
through the College of Business under
Dean Dr. Tim Todd, guest speaker
Cameron Smith, Policy Director and
General Council of the Alabama Policy
Institute, discussed the ways in which the
state of Alabama has turned around its
pension deficit and rebuilt the promises of
retirement funds to its labor force.
With nearly $18 billion in unfunded lia-

bilities. Smith challenged current lawmak- pulling businesses from Kentucky because
ers to hold true to the state's promises of of better pension plans.
The continuation of existing liability sitmatching funds in pension plans.
coupled with increasing salaries
uations,
promises,"
those
honor
to
need
"You
and longer life spans, has
Smith said. "Kentucky has made bold
forced Kentucky into a
promises and needs to find a way to keep
tough. but manageable sitthem."
uation, Smith said.
presSmith's
fingers.
point
Rather than
Listening in were State
entation brought several solutions to the
Rep. Brent Yonts of
table, including generating new revenue
Greenville. 1st District
by inticing businesses to move to the
Stan Humphries of
Sen.
from
spending
budget
region, shifting
Cadiz and Republican 5th
other funded avenues and to improve on
District Rep. Kenny Imes
investment growth on annuities.
Murray, all of which
of
With the Kentucky General Assembly
Yonts
to attendees during
spoke
in
failing to negotiate pension resources
program.
the
after
and
was
it
said
Smith
years,
17
last
12 of the
time to stop the bleeding. He said accruing
liabilities are debilitating further growth in
II See Page 2
the state's economy, as other states are

Wooden Wand
will return to
Murray for
Saturday show
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
James Jackson Toth, the
singer-songwriter known as
Wooden Wand, will return to
Murray Saturday night for a
performance at the Big Ape
Cafe.
Toth previously performed
at Murray State University's
in
Auditorium
Lovett
November 2011. This week's
show will begin at 8:30 p.m.
Saturday and will be broadcast
live on MSU's public radio station. WKMS 91.3 FM.
Admission will be limited to
ages 21 and older.

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times file photo
is pictured playing with a band in
Wand,
Wooden
as
performs
who
Toth,
Jackson
James
singer-songwriter will
Murray State University's Lovett Auditorium in November 2011. The
Café.
Apple
Big
return to Murray on Saturday for a show at the
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II Pensions... III Venezuela...
From Front

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
Above are (from left) MSU College of Business Dean Dr. Tim Todd, State Rep. Brent Yonts
and guest speaker Cameron Smith of the Alabama Policy Institute. Smith received a Murray
State golf shirt, watch and a $1 trillion platinum note as a gesture for his venture to the campus. The discussion for Ky. pension reform was held in Wrather Auditorium on Saturday.

II Young Athletes...
From Front
variety of activities designed to
hone motor skills, as well as
interaction with other children.
"When Laura asked about
doing this, I thought there was
no better group to help with it
than the Exercise Science Club,"
said Josh Boyles, a senior from
Louisville, who explained that
spending an hour with 20-25
children for six Saturday mornings in a row is not "work."
"Absolutely not! Were doing
this for the kids, and we've got
to be good role models for them.
"You know, for a lot of these
kids, they've got friends who are
involved in some kind of sports
activity each Saturday so, in
their case, this is their chance to

have that. This is their sports
activity for six weeks."
Miller said the strength of the
program lies in the incorporation of what are known as
Unified Partners, the children
who have no disabilities, as well
as their families. Sheri
Muehlman of Murray has two
such children coming to the
North Gym on Saturdays.
"It's nice to see this happen,"
Muehlman said. "They're playing so well with the others.
"They're not being pressured
here. So many things these days
have kids being taught to win,
win, win, and it's so early in
their lives. Here, they're just
kids, and that's how it should
be."

James Renfroe of Murray is
the father of a child with a hear2-year-old
disability,
ing
Analise, and he said the interaction feature to this program was
very attractive. He said that is
confirmed when he sees her
enthusiasm for such activities as
tossing a bean bag through a
hoop.
However, this program has
also enabled something else to
happen.
"Working full time like I do, I
don't get to really experience
that connection (with Analise
and her 7-year-old sister,
Nafeesa). By being able to come
here each week, it makes me
feel like I am getting that connection," Renfroe said.

around 5.30 bolivars to the dollar, through a bond market
administered by the Central
Bank.
That rate had been granted to
some businesses that hadn't
been able to obtain dollars at the
official rate, and accounted for
roughly one-fifth of government-approved foreign currency
transactions.
President
Bank
Central
Nelson Merentes called that
bond trading system, known by
the acronym Sitme, "imperfect."
"It doesn'i make much sense
to keep a system that seeks the
country's debt to feed it,
Merentes said.
Palma said it's worrying that
the government is not providing
any additional outlet for
,
Venezuelans to obtain dollars.
given the strong demand for foreign currency. Guerra, a professor at Central University of
Venezuela, predicts that demand
for dollars is likely to keep
pushing the so-called "parallel"
dollar market higher.

From Front

A member of the KGA's January, up from 20.1 percent at
State Government Committee, the end of 2012.
Yonts said lawmakers we're
The oil-exporting country, a
hard at work this session to member of OPEC, has consisstart the process of righting the tently had Lain America's highship, citing underfunding by est officially acknowledged
the legislature, the 2008 inflation rates in recent years.
prices have come
depression, failed rewards in Spiraling
amid worsening shortages of
legislative goals and the
some foods.
"intent to fund" instead of
„Seeking to confront such
"shall fund" as critical reasons shortages, the government last
for sagging pensions in week announced plans to have
Kentucky.
the state oil company turn over
"We have a tax system that is more of its earnings in dollars to
inflexible," Yonts said. "We the Central Bank while reducing
need certainty and predictabil- the amount injected into a fund
ity, and we need to tweak and used for various government
create new revenue streams, programs and public works
and we need to create it soon." projects.
It was the fifth time that
two of the more positive
Chavez's government has devalnotes Yonts revealed, however,
ued the currency since establishwere Kentuc.itcy's upward ing the currency exchange conmovement in overall job trols a decade ago in an attempt
growth - currently standing at to combat capital flight.
no. 2 in the nation, no. 3 in
Giordani said the government
also decided to do away with a
vehicle manufacturing.
Though a continued struggle second-tier rate that has hovered
for the KGA, especially over
the. last decade. Yonts said the
Kentucky Senate passed SB 2
just last week, which would
play, is with a band - it's more
entirely fund pensions through From Front
about the band onstage commu2015.
nicating and then the audience
The bill is currently headed
Toth grew up in Brooklyn,
There's not
communicating.
to the House.
N.Y., and moved upstate when
sort of two-way
that
always
he was older. He later lived in
think when you're
Tennessee for nine years and oconduit. I
it's just you
yourself,
by
playing
moved to Lexington about three
more
years ago to be with his now- and them, and it's a little
by
and
design
by
intimate
wife, a Ph.D. student at the
necessity."
University of Kentucky. Toth is
DONATE BLOOD
Wooden Wand is known for
about to embark with his band
on an international tour in sup- experimenting with a lot of
port of his new album, "Blood styles and genres, and Toth said
Oaths of the New Blues," but he the new record,"Blood Oaths of
man American said in a telephone interview the New Blues" is certainly difRed Cross last week that his appearance in ferent from his last one, 2011's
Murray will be a -one-off' solo "Briarwood." Toth said he likes
show. Doc Feldman will also be to record a straight-ahead rock
performing on the bill.
record about every five years.
"(After the Murray show) "Briarwood" fit that bill, but
I'm home for about two weeks "Blood Oaths" is a lot • more
and then the big touring begins, dialed down, he said.
when I'll be on tour more than
"It's pretty different. People
off." he said. "In March, we
use the phrase 'Night and day;'
have about two weeks on the
I'd say it's more day and night,"
East Coast, and then April and
chuckling.
said
Toth
May we're in Europe and the
a rock
U.K. for over a month, and then "Briarwood' is kind of
I
record.
of
sort
revelry
roll
'n'
another three weeks to a month
Monday-Friday 11:00-2:00
every
records
those
do
to
like
in June on the West Coast in the
States. So we've got quite a bit few years, just collect a bunch
of rock 'n' roll songs and play
coming up."
(includes or.) classic side)
With the Murray concert them with a capable band.
being the last show Toth will 'Blood Oaths' is a little more —
1/2 Ham & Swiss Baked Sub
intentioned,
play before hitting the road with what's the word
$4.99
the band, he said he was really maybe? It was definitely a little
1/2 Turkey & Swiss Baked Sub
happy to hear from Matt Parker, more planned‘out, just in the
$4.99
assistant facilities manager of sense that we wanted to create
1/2 Italian Baked Sub w/Fries
the CFSB Center and Lovett something a little spookier, and
$4.99
Auditorium, about playing for a I just really brought the songs to
live radio broadcast.
those guys and everything kind
1/2 Chicken Salad Baked Sub
"I played Murray once of came out — I hate the term
$4.99
before and I had a great time," 'organic,' but everything was
Philly Cheese Steak ...$5.99
Toth said. "I mean, it's just such very organic. Weird things, just
$3.99
Cheese Burger
a great kind of oasis there. I had
chance things, dictated the
a lot of fun playing and met
$3.99
Grilled Chicken
mood of the record. Like on the
some cool people, and when
first day, our drummer, Brad
Fried Fish Sandwich ...$5.99
Matt wrote me and invited me
showed up with a harmonium,
back, it fit in with the schedule
perfectly. So I thought I'd bring and that got us talking about
(includes smallside salad)
my good buddy, Doc Feldman, Nico's harmonium work and
and he's great too. I think it will stuff, and the next thing _ you
6" One Topping Pizza
know, it's on four songs. So
be a lot of fun."
$4.99
Toth said he and Feldman those little sort of kismet things
Spaghetti w/Meat Sauce
would likely overlap their per- in the studio are pretty invalu$4.99
formances and maybe play able."Blood Oaths" was released
some songs together as well.
Although the band will be tour- last month and has gotten a very
(includes breadstick)
ing to support its new record, positive reception from critics
Toth said he looks forward to and fans alike.
$6.99
House Salad
playing Saturday's solo show,
"It seems like it's doing real$6.99
Caesar Salad
which will likely have a more ly well,- Toth said. "We've got$7.99
Chef Salad
intimate vibe than the upcoming ten really positive press, and
$7.99
Chicken Salad
tour dates.
people are paying a lot more
"It's going to be kind of a attention to this one than the last
special occasion, a more inti- one, which is strange because I
mate vibe," he said. "It's fun for
(includes one classic
think this is a less accessible
me to do that, playing by
1/2 Order Chicken Tenders
record than the last one. But it's
myself. because you get to call
$4.99
always the ones you never think
an audible sometimes. If you're
are going resonate with a vast
1/2 Order Buffalo Tenders
playing and you look at the set
$3.30
list and something doesn't feel majority of people that end up
right in that, moment, you can doing just that. I'm excited
just switch it up and play some- about (the tour). It's going to be
thing that feels more appropri- cool to get out and play those
ate. It's a little more of a give- songs and meet some of the peoand-take with the audience. I ple who have been buying your
think when you're on stage with record and writing about your
SHOPPES OF MURRAY
a band - even though that's one • record. It's a good, encouraging
(270) 762-0022
of my most favorite ways to feeling for sure."
wreve.nicksmurray.coen
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TRi0 celebration at Murray State set for Feb. 18i
4

By SHERRY McCLAIN
MSU Print Media
The Murray State University
TRi0 programs — Adventures in
Math and.Science (AIMS) I and
Student Support Services
(SSS) and the McNair Scholar's
Program — will host a reception
on Monday, Feb. 18, from 1:30390 p.m. on Murray State's campus in 248 Blackburn Science
Building. Faculty, staff, students,
area school personnel and Murray
community leaders are invited to
attend. The reception showcases
MSU's TRi0 Programs' accomplishments and participants.
Because access and retention
services are essential components
of the federal serategy to ensure
equal educational opportunity,
Congress established the TRi0
programs more than 45 years ago.
These
programs
enable
Americans. regardless of economic circumstances, race or ethnic background, to enter college
and graduate and to pursue
advanced degrees.
TRi0 programs identify promising students :,nd assist them in
achieving a college degree. All
services are free to qualified participants. Participants in each program must meet the same federal
criteria. The majority of participants must demonstrate financial
need and/or be the first in their
family to receive a four-year college degree. In addition to students who meet the first-generation-college, low-income criteria,
undergraduates who are from
groups that are underrepresented
in graduate school are eligible for
participation in the McNair
Scholars Program. The TRi0 programs on the Murray State
University campus serve more
than 400 students.
Student Support Services is a
retention program that offers academic support to students

Murray State
enrolled at
program,
This
University.
designed to increase the retention
and graduation rates of qualifying
participants, has been serving disadvantaged MSU students since
1974 and currently serves 186
students. Participants in SSS
qualify by demonstrating a need
for academic support and meeting
mandated federal 'guidelines.
Participants must be low-income,
first-generation college students
or students with disabilities.
SSS participants benefit from a
variety of services including academic tutoring, advice and assistance in postsecondary course
selection, information on both the
full range of student financial aid
programs and be,nefits and
resources for locatigg public and
private scholarships, assistancekin
completing financial aid applications, education and/or counseling services designed to improve
financial and economic literacy,
and assistance in applying for
admission to graduate and professional programs.
The SSS project also provides
individualized counseling for personal, career and academic information, activities and instruction
designed to acquaint students
with career options, and exposure
to cultural events, and academic
programs not usually available to
disadvantaged students. For more
information on Student Support
Services, contact Shanna Burgess,
msu.sss@murdirector, at
raystate.edu or call 270.809.4327.
The McNair Scholars Program
seeks to help undergraduates realize their full potential by encouraging and preparing them to pursue a Ph.D. Eligible students
include those from low-income,
first-generation-college families
and students from groups underrepresented in graduate education.

McNair participants have a
unique opportunity to engage in
an in-depth, faculty-guided
research project that gives them
an edge -when applying to graduate school. This edge often
enables students to secure financial support that will fully pay for
their graduate education. While at
Murray State, McNair SchOlars
receive a $2,800 research project
stipend, scholarship support. travel support for conferences and for
visits to graduate schools, tutoring and a GRE preparation class,
among other support.
The current McNair Scholars
Program at Murray State
University was refunded by the
U.S. Department of Education at
$900,000 for a six-year period
starting in October 2013. Murray
State will provide over $250,000
in additional support over the
2013 to 2019 time period. The
McNair Program supports 28
scholars annually and is open to
students in any discipline that can
lead to a Ph.D. For additional information on
the program, contact Dr. John
Mateja, director, or Leslie
Furches, associate director, at
rnsu.mcnair@murraystate.edu or
call 270.809.2951. The program
is actively seeking new scholars
at this time.
Dr. Doris Clark-Sarr directs the
Adventures in Math and Science
Programs I and II. This program
is designed to enhance math and
science skills of .students by
allowing 126 high school students
per year to participate in a school
year academic program as well as
a six-week enrichment camp.
Participants must have a desire to
pursue a math or science career in
the future.
Participants attend classes in
foreign language, literature, math,
science, computers and fine arts.
The major emphasis of ,the cur-

By EDWARD PAARLOINE
Staff Writer
If Bob Vila could hear the
excitement coming from Joe
Nanney's voice, he'd be grinning ear to ear.
The Architectural Review
Board, a committee through
City of Murray Planning and
Engineering, met in special session late last week to discuss
and approve the renovation
plans set forth by Nanney on his
of the
purchase
recent
Robertson-Holton House locat.ed at 501 Poplar.
Nanney's application for historical appropriateness includes
a full repair of the exterior, interior and foundation of the century-old home. He said he hopes
to have the project finished by
late August.
The house, which is nestled in
the Central Business District B3 kine, is also a key structure of
the Historical Overlay District
which encompasses most of the
original downtown area. The
home has a rich local history,
and through information provided by Murray Main Street, it
has been determined the home
was built in 1899 by E.C.K.
Robertson, who served as
deputy postmaster of the city
during the home's construction.
Because of its location, intrinsic value and presence to the
downtown area, Nanney w'as

required by city ordinance to
.confer with the Architecture
Board and seek the approval of
renovations which must keep
the historical integrity in likekind to its original state.
Deana Wright of Murray
Main Street spoke on behalf of
the history of'the home, saying
it was special to the area and
was worthy of restoration.
"We would certainly like the
owner to take care of it and keep
the historic integrity intact,"
Wright said. "It is one-of-a-kind
in Murray, Ky."
Though not on the National
Register of Histvic Homes,
Wright said the property was
old enough and contained original pieces of the structure for
register qualification.
Having already set to woi-k,
Nanney's application asked for
permission to repaint the exterior of the house and replace most
of the wood siding with similar,
weather-resistant wood panel.
It also called for the replacement of six windows visually
equivalent to the structure,
replacement of the garage doors
and siding near the opening,
new metal roofing and a new
canopy over the porch on the
'east side of the home.
"I find the house very interesting," Nanney said. "I'm not
new to something like this.
"Here, with this. I'm having a

trates how the concepts they learn gram is designed to help those
students increase their underin class are applied.
Students will be touring col- standing of these subjects in order,
leges in Kentucky. Tennessee, -for them to achieve their academmid-Florida and touring the ic and career goals.
"Currently there are approxiNASA Space Center, where they
will have lunch with an astronaut. mately 25 graduates from our
Several students will alsij be tak- gram attending Murray State.
ing a trip to St. Louis where they University." Clark-Sarr said. "We
will see the Science Center. are required to track our students
Grant's Farm and the St. Louis until they either graduate from
college or decline to participate in
Zoo.
Students in the AIMS target our follow-up study. So far, we've'
areas of western Kentucky. north- established over a 96 percent
west Tennessee and eastern retention rate for our students.
Missouri are those who score Our Program was recently funded
lower than the national average in by the U.S. Department of
math and science, but still have an Education to serve our target area'
'interest in those fields. The pro- for the next five years."

ball. I'm having the greatest fun
imaginable with all of these
problems that this has, and I
understand. bow to deal with
them." . .
Nahney went-into careful,discussion with the board regarding his proposal, pointing out
several deficiencies in the home
and how he planned to return
the, house to as close to its original face as possible.
Once returned to. private session, the board carefully discussed each point Nanney made
from the color scheme down to
the weight of a metal roof on
top of older layers of shingles.
"Right now the house is on the
verge of 'fix it' or 'going quickly,' and right now it's going
EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
quickly," board member John
When Joe Nanney purchased this property, he knew he had his work cut out for him. The
Resig said of the home.
John Hart, who' was .elected
nearly 115-year-old house on 501 Poplar sits in the Historic Overlay District of downtown
after
shortly
the new secretary
Murray, and with approval from the city's Architectural Board, Nanney is setting to work on the
the hearing, drafted a carefully
renovations, which he hopes he'll have contracted and completed by late August.
detailed motion entailing all the
•
appropriations Nanney wished
to see, including negotiable
color schemes and careftil—
analysis of the roofing structure
as the rebuilding process continued through the Architecture
Board.
The motion carried unanimously, allowing for Nanney's
renovations to move forward as
scheduled, perhaps saving the
home from a state of disrepair.
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riculum, hOwever, is math and
science. Each student is given a
research project to work on during the prograp.with a supervising faculty member acting as a
guide. Four years ago.. the AIMS
program was selected as one of
the top math and science programs in the nation. A representative from the Pell Institute in
Washington. D.C., visited the program to research best practices for rn
math and science programs.
AIMS students have presented
their research at a regional level
with other TRIO programs.
Science- or math-related field
trips to such places as the
Hancock Biological Station illus-

Architecture Board negotiates and approves renovations on 501 Poplar .
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Murray Mayor Bill Wells and Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins sign a proclama,
tion proclaiming Feb. 23 as Tri0 _Day. Pictu.red standing, from left, are Dr. Doris Clark-Saff,
director of AIMS(Adventures in Math and Science) I and II t Murray State University, Director
of Student $ervices Shanna Burgess; MSU President br. Randy Dunn; and John Mateja,
director of the McNair Scholars Program.
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Obituaries
Peggy Tomlin
Peggy Tomlin, 79, of Paducah, Ky., formerly of Dexter, Ky.,
died at 12:35 a.m. Saturday, Feb. 9, 2013, at Baptist Health of
Paducah. Arrangements are incomplete at Collier Funeral Home.

Carrel Eads
Crerral Eads, 73, of Murray,,Ky., died Saturday, Feb. 9, 2013, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Arrangements are incomplete
at Heritage Family Funeral Home.

Barbara Skinner
Barbara Skinner, 81, of Murray, Ky., died Sunday. Feb. 10, 2013
at Fern Terrace. Arrangements are incomplete at Imes-Miller
Funeral Hoini.

Myles Thomas Tune
Minister, entrepreneur, businessman and missionary Myles
Thomas Mine, 83, of Little Rock, Ark., a Murray, Ky., native,
passed away Tuesday. Feb. 5, 2013, at the
Veterans Hospital in Little Rock, Ark.
For 50 years, most everyone knew him simply
as "Tom." During the days of segregation, Mr.
Tune's family Was the first white missionaries in
American history to be sent to a foreign country
supported by solely African American churches.
Though he operated a number of businesses in
his mid-life, he was best known as a preacher and
missionary for the Churches of Christ. He spent
Tune 'the last 10 years in Vietnam, establishing two
churches and a school to teach English. Currently,
over 150 underprivileged students are able to attend school
through his program known as "Tom's Kids."
A world traveler, he sailed his boat the Dorcas Sue nearly around
the world on mission trips and authored five books about his
adventures.
He leaves behind four children, Mike and wife, Monica, of
Virginia, Tim and wife. Bettie, of Florida, Sue and husband,
Johnny, of Colorado and Ruby, of Tennessee. He is also survived
by nine grandchildren and eight great-grandchildren; two nieces,
Debbie Austin and Judy Osborne; and one nephew, Jimmy Austin.
Funeral services will be held at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
in Murray Saturday, Feb. 16.2013, at 11 a.m. with burial to follow
in the Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be held Friday, Feb.
IS. 2013, from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
"Tom's Kids" through Amazing Grace International, P.O. Box
8453, Falls Church, VA 22041 (or online at www.amazinggraceinternational.com). Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.

Johnie Marie Crass
Johnie Marie Crass, 84, of Murray, Ky., died Saturday, Feb. 9,
2013, at Spring Creek Health Care in Murray..
Mrs. Crass was born in Graves County Sept. 13, 1928. She was
a retired teacher for the Kentucky School for the Deaf in Danville.
She was a member of Grace Baptist Church.
In addition to her parents, Jesse Augusta Enoch
and Ethel James Enoch, she was preceded in
death by her husband, Coy Crass, who died in
1973; one stepson, Mason Crass; five sisters,
Beatrice Harrison, Beulah Bedwell, Alice
Paschall, Joyce Smith and Emma Lou Albin;
three brothers, Pryor Enoch, James Enoch and
Eugene Enoch; and three grandchildren, Crystal
Lynn Underhill, Michael Garner and Jackie
Cooper.
She is survived by one daughter. Paulett
Crass
Underhill and husband. Danny. of Murray; one
son, Harold Garner, of Murray; one sister. Doris Scarbrough, of
Murray; six grandchildren: 14 great-grandchildren; and seven
great-great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held Wednesday, Feb. 13, 2013, at 2
p.m. at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with the Rev. Sammy
Cunningham officiating. Burial will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery. Visitation will be held from 10 a.m. until funeral hour
on Wednesday at the funeral home.
Serving as pallbearers will be the great-grandsons, Jordan
Gamer, Heath Garner. Warren Ryan. Corey Underhill, Zachary
Underhill, Tyler Underhill, Daniel Gamer and Tad Garner.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
Hospice, Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare, 803
Poplar Street. Murray, KY 42071. Online condolences can be
made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are
being handled by J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
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Ricky (Cotton) Tucker

Kathryn Gray Darnall, 60, of Murray, Ky., died Friday, Feb. 8,
2013, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born June 13, 1952, in Christian County, Mrs. Darnall was a surgical technician at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for 29 years.
She was preceded in death by her parents J.W. Garfible Jr., and
Erma McCain Adams Gamble; stepfather, James L. Adams; and
stepmother, Betty J. Gamble.
She is survived by'her husband, Larry G. Darnall, of Murray; one
son, Adam Williams and wife, Brittany, of Murray; two daughters,
Kimberly Deweese and husband, Brad, of Gallatin, Tenn., and
Kristi Williams Poll and husband, Michael, of Murray; three brothers, Mike Gamble and wife, Kristie, of Hopkinsville,. Robert
Gamble and wife, Leese, of Benton, Mike Adams and wife,
Dorothy, of Finger, Tenn.; seven grandchildren; and one great•
grandchild.
Feb. 1 1, 2013, at
Monday,
p.m.
2
at
held
be
will
Services
Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Burial will follow in Scons Grove
Cemetery. Visitation will be held from 12 p.m. until funeral hour on
Monday at the funeral home. Arrangements are being handled by
Imes-Miller Funeral Home & Crematory.

Ricky (Cotton) Tucker, 58, of McKenzie, Term., formerly of
Murray, Ky., died at 6:30 p.m. Saturday. Feb. 9, 2013, at
McKenzie Regional Hospital in McKenzie, Tenn.
He was born June 17, 1954, in Murray. He was a- member of
Bethel Baptist Church in McKenzie and the owner of an automobile detail shop.
His father, Bobbie Tucker, preceded him in death.
Mr. Tucker is survived by his wife, Winona (Lyles) Tucker, to
whom he was married Aug. 31, 1973; one daughter, Elizabeth
Jackson and husband, Kevin, of Puryear. Tenn.; his mother, Clara
(Watkins)Thomasoof Murray; two sisters, Danna Hutson and husband, Pat, of Hazel and Teresa Loveridge and husband, Butch, of
Hardin; one brother, Sammie Tucker and wife. Laura, of Murray;
and one stepgrandson, Ross Jackson, of Puryear, Tenn.
Graveside services (kill be held at .2 p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 13,
2013, at Mt. Carmel Cemetery with the Rev. Glenn Cope officiating. Visitation will be held after 3 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 12, 2013, at
Brummitt Funeral Home in McKenzie,Term., and after lj a.m. on
Wednesday at Blalcick-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to the
charity of your choice in honor of Ricky (Cotton) Tucker.
Arrangements are being handled by Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home.

John T. Cavanaugh.
Funeral services for John T. Cavanaugh, 88, of Murray, Ky., will
be held Monday. Feb. 11, 2013,at 11 a.m. at J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Father Jason McClure officiating. Burial to follow in
Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation was held Sunday, Feb. 10,
2013, from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Mr. Cavanaugh died Thursday, Feb. 7, 2013, at Spring Creek
Health Care in Murray.
He was born in Hillside, Ill., Feb. 8, 1924. He
was the owner and operator of K-N Root Beer in
Murray,and laid retired from the Murray Division
of Fisher Price. He was a member of St. Leo
Catholic Church and a World War II Army veteran.
In addition to his parents, Michael Cavanaugh
and Katherine Reidy Cavanaugh, he'was preceded
in death by one grandson, Jason Linn; three sisters,
Mary Asaro, Josie Verive and Theresa Cavanaugh;
and five brothers, James, Dan, Michael, Patrick
Cavanaugh and Thomas Cavanaugh.
He is survived by his wife, Eleanor Cavanaugh,
of Murray, to whom he married June 18, 1949 ;
two daughters, Coleen Linn and husband, Gerald,
of Murray and Marybeth Downs and husband,
Stan, of Murray; one son, Charles Cavanaugh and
wife, Janice. of LaGrange Park, Ill.; one sister, Nora Cronin, of
Lyon. Ill.; eight grandchildren; Brian Cavanaugh and wife, Kahle,
Karen Ainslie and husband, Jake, Katie Trevino and husband,
Frank, Maggie Dietz and husband, Andy, Kristy Spann and husband, John, Gina Harness and husband, Darin, Kellie Webb and
husband, Brandon and Amanda Williams and husband, J.R.; and 14
great-grandchildren, Kimberly, Natalie and .Patrick Cavanaugh,
Julia, Jesse and Andrew Trevino, Owen and Logan Ainslie, Tyler
Cavanaugh,John Spann V, Ally Harness, Kinslee and Lanee Webb
and Matthew Williams.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
Hospice, Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare, 803
Poplar Street, Murray, KY 41071 or to the Jason Linn Memorial
Fund, 2110 College Farm Road, Murray, KY 42071. Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.

Jo Vereycken
Services for Jo Vereycken, 80, of Murray, Ky., were held at 2:30
p.m. Sunday, Feb. 10, 2013, at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home with Father Jason McClure and the Rev. Kerry Lambert officiating. A private burial was held at Vereycken Cemetery. Visitation
was held from noon until the funeral hour on Sunday at the funeral home.
Mrs. Vereycken died at 7:50 a.m. Thursday, Feb. 7, 2013, at
Spring Creek Health Care.
She was born Feb. 27, 1932, in Weehawken, N.J. to the late
Henry and Bruna (Stradi) Ruiz. She was a member of the Catholic
faith, and the retired co-owner of an appliance service company.
She also had worked for the Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens Center and the Humane Society of Murray and Calloway
County.
She was preceded in death by her husband, Al Vereycken; and
one brother, John Ruiz.
She is survived by one son, Gary Vereycken and wife, Brenda, of
Almo; one granddaughter, Danielle Vereycken, of Maryville,
Tenn.; one sister, Mandy Hopper and husband, Bob,of Murray;two
brothers, Henry Ruiz, of Tampa, Fla., and Danny Ruiz and wife,
Sonja, of Orlando, Ha.; and several nieces and nephews.
Online condolences can be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter, 81 Shelter Lane,
Murray, KY 42071. Arrangements were handled by BlalockColetvil & York Funeral Home.
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Flu season close to
finished, CDC says
By MIKE STOBBE
Associated Press
NEW YORK(AP)- The worst
of the flu season appears CY be
over.
The number of states reporting
intense or widespread illnesses
dropped again last week, and in
a few states there was very little
flu going around. U.S. health
officiats-said-Priday.
The season started earlier than
normal, first in the Southeast
and then spreading. But now, by
some .measures, flu activity has
been ebbing for at least four
weeks in much of the country.
Flu and pneumonia deaths also
dropped the last two weeks, the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention reported.
"It's likely that the worst of the
current flu season is over, CDC
spokesman Tom Skinner said.
But flu is hard to predict, he
and others stressed, and there
have been spikes late in the season in the past.
For now, states like Georgia
and New York - where doctor's
offices were jammed a few
weeks ago - are reporting low
flu activity. The hot spots are
now the West Coast and the
Southwest.
Among the places that have
seen- a drop: -Lehigh Valley
in
Crest
Hospital-Cedar
Allentown, Pa., which put up a
tent outside its emergency room
last month to help deal with the
steady stream of patients. There
were about 100 patients each
day back then. Now it's down to
25 and the hospital may pack up
its tent next week, said Terry
Burger, director of infection
control and prevention for the
hospital.
"There's no question that we're
seeing a decline," she said.
un early December, CDC officials announced flu season had
arrived, a month earlier than
usual. They were worried, saying it had been nine years since
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a winter flu season started like
this one. That was 2003-04 - one
of the deadliest seasons in the
pifst 35 years, with more than
48,000 deaths.
Like this year, the major flu
strain was one that tends to
make people sicker, especially
the elderly. who are most vul"nerable to flu and its complications
But back then, that year's flu
vaccine. wasn't made to protect
against that bug, and fewer people got flu shots. The vagine is
reformulated almost every year,
and the CDC has said this year's
vaccine is a good match to the
types that are circulating. A preliminary CDC study showed it
is about 60 percent effective,
which is close to the average.
So far, the season has been
labeled moaerately severe.
Like others, Lehigh Valley's
Burger was ciatiOu's about making predictions. "I'm not certain
we're completely out of the
woods," with more wintry
weather ahead and people likely
to be packed indoors where flu
can spread around, she said_
The government does not keep
a running tally of flu-related
deaths in adults„ but has
received reports of 59 deaths in
children. The most - nine - were
in Texas,- where flu activity was
still high last week. Roughly
100 children die in an average
flu season, the CDC says
On average, about 24,000
Americans die each flu season,
according to the CDC.
According to the CDC report,
the number of states with
intense activity is down to ,19,
from 24 the previous week, and
flu is widespread in 38 states,
down from 42.
Flu.is now minimal in Florida,
Kentucky, Maine, Montana,
New Hampshire a a South
Carolina.
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, Patsy Woodall, hostess of the
Oaks Ladies Bridge, announced
the bridge play winners for
Wednesday, Feb. 6,:as Bronda
Parker, first place and Carolyn
Hargrove, second place.Ethelene Darnell will serve as
hostess Wednesday. Feb. 13, at
9:30 a.m. It is necessary to signup. All members are welcome to
play. Beginners are encouraged
to attend.

West Kentucky Bible School Spring Term
will be held Tuesday nights beghming Feb.
12, through May 7, at Benton Church of
Christ, 3091 Main St., Benton. John Dale,
instructor, will speak about New Testament
Survey from 6:30-7:40 p.m. and Chris King,
instructor, will speak about First and Second
Corinthians from 7:50-9 p.m.For more information call Mark Ray at (270) 527-3585 or
Lonnie Woodruff at (270) 703-8161.

Rebate night set

Special Olympics will hold a rebate night
Wednesday, Feb. 13, at Mr. Gatti's, Murray,
from 4-9 p.m. For more information contact Laura Miller at
lmslpl@yahoo.com or 293-9054.
•
Photo provided
SHROVE TUESDAY PANCAKE SUPPER: St. John's Episcopal Church will sponsor a Shrove
The next free computer classes at the Calloway County Public- Tuesday Pancake Supper Feb. 12,from 5-7 p.m. in the Parish Hall, 1620 West Main St. A variLibrary will be "Beginners No. 3 File Management" Tuesday, Feb.
ety of pancakes as well as bacon and sausage will be served. There is no charge but dona12,from 5-7 p.m.; and "One on one tech help: Bring your Problem"
tions will be accepted
proceeds will be given to the Gentry House. Pictured, from left, are
Thursday, Feb. 14, from 9-11 a.m. Call 753-2288 for information
Mehta,
, Mary Browder Howell and Madeline Howell enjoying the panMarti
Dennis
John
and registration.
cakes at last year's supper.

Free computer classes set

CCHS SODM council to meet
The Calloway County High School-Based Decision-Making
Council will meet Wednesday, Feb. 13, at 3:30 p.m. in the media
center. The public is invited to attend.

TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC
Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are
welcome. For more information call Sheila at 227-1723.

Bingo to be held Tuesdays at KoC
The public is invited to Bingo Night, held every Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. at the Knights of Columbus, 332 Squire Rd., Murray. Please
note the building is a non-smoking facility. For more- information
call Kevin at 291-2061.
-

Murray Star Chapter to meet
The Murray Star Chapter Number 433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet Tuesday, Feb. 12. A meal will be served at 6 p.m. and the
meeting will follow at 7 p.m.

Ash Wednesday services set
St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620 W. Main St.:Murray, invites
the community to commemorate Ash Wednesday, the first day of
Lent, with a service of Holy Eucharist and Imposition of Ashes
Wednesday. Feb. 13, at noon and 6 p.m. For more information call
The Rev. Rose Bogal-Allbritten at 293-9490.

Storytime Tuesdays offered by church
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 South 15th Street. offers
Storytime Tuesdays from 9:30-11 a.m. for children from birth to-5
years of age. In addition, there's music interaction,snacks and crafts
plus a coffee bar for moms,grandmothers and caregivers. Call 7536712 for more information.

Library board to meet
The Calloway County Public Library Board of Trustees will
meet Wednesday. Feb. 13, at 4:30 p.m.

Alzheimer's Support Group will meet
The Alzheimer's Support Group will meet Tuesday. Feb. 12. at 5
p.m. at Shared Care, iocated in the George Weaks Community
Center. For more information call Connie Stalls, LPN,at 753-0576.

East Calloway SBDM Council to meet
East Calloway County Middle Schaol-Based Decision-Making
Council will meet Tuesday. Feb. 12, at 4 p.m. in the teacher's
lounge. All interested are invited to attend.

Parkinson's group will meet Tuesday
Parkinson's Support Group will-meet Tuesday, Feb. 12, at noon
at the Weaks Community Center. Persons coming for lunch should
arrive by 11:30 a.m. For more information call Dixie Hopkins at
753-6001.

Rebate day set Tuesday

The "Buck Cancer" Relay for Life Team will hold a rebate day
Tuesday. Feb. 12, at Sirloin Stockade. Mull-ay. Participants must
present a coupon available at Thornton Tile and Marble or Buck's
Body Shop or email.deann@thomtonmarble.com for a printable
coupon. Proceeds will go to the American Cancer Society in honor
of Mark "Buck" Buckingham.

Blood drive set for Tuesday

An upcoming blood drive fpr the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Blood Donor Center will be held Tuesday, Feb. 12,from
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at Kenlake Foods, 300 North L.P. Miller St.,
Murray. A blood donor must be at least. 18 years of age (or 16-17
with parental consent),be in good health, weigh at least 110 pounds,
and pass the brief physical and health history exams given prior to
donation.
The Boy Scouts of America will host its annual breakfast
Tuesday. Feb. 12, from 7:30-8:55 a.m. in the Murray Room at the
CFSB Center, located on the campus of Murray State University.
Ken Winters will be the guest speaker and BobValentine is fhe master of ceremony. The public is invited to attend.

classes. Plus, Trey Jergon. a
YNL alum.joins Roundabout U
via Skype to discuss his career.
in nonprofit leadership.
Finally, travelers will find out
how they can go across the
world and help people along the
way as the YNL program teams
up with Murray State's study
— -abroad office.
This episode of Roundabout U
airs at various times from Feb.
10-16, and is broadcast on KET
Educational
(Kentucky
Television), WSIL and through
local cable systems. SpecifiC
afring dates -and times can be
www.roundfound online
aboutu.com.
Roundabout U is a weekly.

Special to the Ledger
Join Roundabout U as cohosts Jim Carter and Sgah
Clark highlight the Youth and
Nonprofit Leadership (YNL)
program at Murray State
University. Dr. Roger Weis,
director DLY,NL.,..rakes some
time to tell Carter what the pro'gram stri/es to accomplish with
its students.
Former YNL student Lindsey
Harlan shares how she is working to help her community.
Sidney Anderson. a YNL major,
talks about how she pit.); to
help people with her degree.
And viewers should stay tuned
as Roundabout 1.,t drops in on
one of Dr. Bob Long's YNL

Special to the Lediger
BIRMINGHAM,Ala, — Carl
Christian Williams, of Murray,
was named to the dean's list for
the fall semester at Samford
Cumberland
University's
School of Law. To qualify for the honor,a student must have earned a minimum 3.0 grade point average
award-winning video magazine out of a possible 4.0 while
produced by Digital Media at attempting at least 10 credit
Murray State University. Most hours of courseworic.
recently. the show picked up a
Samford University is'consisGrand -"Champion designation tently ranked in the top tier of
from Kentucky's CASE awards its peer group by U.S. News &
competition. Filmed in !nigh def- World Report. Founded in
inition, the show highlights 1841. it is the largest private
events throughout Kentucky and university in Alabama with
the region..Visit the website for more than 4,700 undergraduate
up-to-date information and clips and graduate students enrolled
from past episodes. Dns can annually. The university offers
also follow on Faceok and undergraduate, graduate and
Twitter for pictures, information professional degrees in eight
and videos, and viewers can schools: arts, arts and sciences,
'watch
past episodes on business, divinity, education,
Roundabout's YouTube page.
law, nursing and pharmacy.
For more information, contact Samford attracts students from
or around the world and has an
809-3344
at
Clark
sclark5@murraystate.edu.
extensive international studies
program. Samford also is consistently recognized nationally
as an exceptional value, with
top academic programs and
Arts Council, the state arts affordable tuition and fees.
agency, provides operating sup- Samford competes in NCAA
port to the Paducah Symphony Division I athletics in the historic Southern Conference.
Orchestra.

PSO to hold concert Feb. 16
Treece and Brett Chittenden on
piano. The Paducah Symphony
Orchestra is a 501(c)3 non-profit organizatioh. The Kentucky

Special to the Ledger
Paducah, KY. — The Paducah
Symphony Orchestra will present its third annual "Made in
America" concert Saturday,
Feb. 16. at 4 p.m. at Immanuel
Baptist Church,Paducah.
The concert features the PSO
family of choruses including the
PSO Adult, Children's and
as the
Youth Choruses as well (
Murray State Concert Choir and
will highlight All American
choral composers from throughout the years.
Under the direction of Choral
DireCtor Dr. BOW Almquist.
of Murray State. the theme of
this year's conceit will be
"American Folk Music" and
will feature arrangements such
as "My Old Kentucky Home,"
"Shenandoah," "The Water is
Wick.""Oh Susanna" and more
classical American favorites. To purchase tickets for this
visit
event,
choral
www.PaducahSymphony.org or
call the PSO Office at (270)
444-0065. Adult tickets are $10
and student tickets are free.
Seating for the concert is general admission.
Choral instruction includes Dr.
Bradley Almquist as choral
director; Dr. Amy Aucoin. youth
chorus conductor; Devonda
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HAPPENINGS
by Annita Peeler

reiNtret
MOVING SALE CLEAKANCE

Genealogical society to meet

20%-60% OFF

The Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday.
Feb. 12, at 1 p.m. at the Pogue Library. on the campus of Murray
State University. The planned program will be a presentation by
member James Hooper. For more information call Janace Sims at
753-5093.

STOREWIDE
Iron Tables

40% OFF

'
Baby Items

Winter Clothing

50% OFF

50% OFF

Coil Lorelollut.
The hottest ptoce to ID'
the coo est people

Nni-tli
420-

-New Location Coming Soon•

EsT
11

OM

888.979.2264

Williams
named to
dean's list

Roundabout U looks at YNL

Free pancake breakfast set

I to
lgot

email: coiomuaityoews4PsameaagIIIIII.

400 Main St.• Murray • 767-0007

This week we've been "hitting the books" again with the
Nevada.
of
study
Wednesday's study was very
interesting studying all about
the state itself and on
Thursday it was "Viva _Las
Vegas"! We did not actually
gamble but we did play some
really fun games.
We had some great entertainment .this week with
Richard Dennis on Tuesday
and Laura Vinson on Friday
night. We are so fortunate to
have so many people who
share their talents with us.
We are glad to have Mitzi
back from her vacation. We
all .missed her but I think
Jenise missed her the most.
Mitzi's not only good with
activities but she's a wh'i on
the computer. We depen on
her "technology" expert'
We call her our "technical
support" person. She's that
younger generation of cell
phones, computers and Ipads
andksshe's a great help to alliof
us "older" old fashioned
Friday afternoon we had a
"pre"Valentine get together.
We reminisced about our first
date, our first love and when
we met our one true love.
Next week, we'll have a full
week of Valentine activities.
Our birthday folks this week
are Jane McDaniel and
employee Linda Cortez.
Jane's family hosted a big
birthday party for her. Happy
birthday to both of you and
many more!
...Where priceless
memories are made.
$e Utterback Rd • hfuney, Ky
Phone 12701 7544700 • 141111431-9101
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'Shop & Share Day'a success
Special to the Ledger
FRANKFORT,
Ky.
—
Surrounded by donated items
stacked in the Capitol Rotunda,
First Lady Jane Beshear recently announced the successful out-,
^come of Shop & Share Day, a
one-day drive to provide domestic violence shelters with needed
goods.
The 'combined goods and
monetary donations were estimated at more than $533,000.
Beshear said.
"Despite inclement weather.
Kentuckians turned out to support our domestic violence shelters, victims and victim's fami-

lies," said Beshear. "Thank you
to the many volunteers who grfciously offered their time and to
the thousands of people who
bought and donated items. This
outstanding contribution will go
a long way toward helping
domestic violence victims in our
state."
Shop & Share Day was held
Feb.,2, at Kentucky Kroger and
Food City stores. Volunteers at
each store provided shoppers
with a list of needed items.
allowing shoppers to purchase
and donate the items directly at
the stores. All collected contributions will be given to 15

Kentucky Domestic Violence
Association (KDVA) shelters
throughout the state.
Organizational partners for
2013 Shop & Share include the
First Lady's Office, KDVA,
Kroger.Food City,the Kentucky
Commission on Womenv the
General Federation of Women's
Clubs, the Girl. Scouts' of
Kentuckiana,the Girls Scouts of
Wilderness Road Council and
the Kentucky Drug Court.
Five members of the Murray
Woman's Club volunteered and
participated in the Shop and
Share on Saturday at Murray's
Kroger. Items collected here

will go to Merryman House,
Gale Vinson, MWC president,
said.
The KDVA was founded in
1981 and is a coalition of
Kentucky's 15 domestic violence programs providing services to victims of domestic violence and their children. Its purpose is to provide mutual support. information, resource sharing and technical assistance; to
coordinate statewide services;
add to advocate collectively on
behalf of victims of domestic
violence. For more information
visit www.kdva.org/.
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New whooping cough strain in U.S. raises questions
NEW
YORK (AP) — said Dr. Tom 'Clark of the deaths.
The new study suggests that
Researchers have discovered the Centers for Disease Control and
the new whooping cough strain
first U.S. cases of whooping Prevention.
The U.S. cases are detailed in • may be why more people have
cough caused by a germ that
may be resistant to the vaccine. a brief report trom the CDC and been getting sick. Experts don't
Health officials are looking other researchers in Thursday's think it's more deadly, but the
shots may not work as well
into whether cases like the New England Journal of
against Tt. Medicine.
dozen found in Philadelphia
In a small, soon-to-be pubWhooping cough is a highly
might be one reason the nation
contagious disease that can lished study. French researchers
just had its worst year for
strike people of any age but is found the vaccine seemed to
whooping cough in six decade's. most dangerous to children. It lower the risk of severe disease
The new bug was previously was once common, but cases in from the new 'strain in infants.
reported in Japan. France and _the U.S.Aropped after a vaccine But it didn't-prevent illness comFinland.
vamintrQducvg in the 1940s. . pletely, said Nicole Guiso of the
"It's quite intriguing. It's the
An increase in illnesses in Pasteur Institute, one of the
first time we've seen this here." recent years has been partially researchers.
The new gernrwas first. identiblamed on a version of the vaccine used since the 1990s, which fied in France, where more
doesn't last as long. Last year, extensive testing is routinely
the CDC received reports of done for whooping cough The
41.880 cases,according to a pre- strain now accounts for 14 perliminary count. That included 18 cent of cases there. Guiso said.

In the United States, doctors
usually rely on a rapid test to
help make a diagnosis.The extra
lab work isn't done often enough
to give health officials a good
idea how common the new type
is here, experts said.
"We definitely need some
more information about • this
befoi-e we can draw any conclusions." the CDC's Clark said.
The U.S. cases were found in
the past two years in patients at
St. Christopher's Hospital for
Children in Philadelphia_Qne of
the study's researchers works for
a subsidiary of Johnson &
Johnson, which makes a version
of the old whooping cough vaccine that is sold in other countries.
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KSP accepting applications
for position of CVE Officers
•

Vehicle Enforcement Officer I.
Applicants must be 21 years of
- FRANKFORT, Ky. - The
age,
a U.S. citizen, in good
Kentucky State Polics is curhealth
and possess a valid drirently accepting applications for.
ver's
license.
They must also
the position of Commercial
Special to the Ledger

WOOD Electronics Inc.
Serving Calloway Countyfor 23 years!

FEB. 22-23
7:30PM
N SALE NOW!

We are proud to offer the
complete line of DISH
products including the new
Hopper Whole-Home HD
DVR.

Mike & Jack Wood

Carson Center
403 Maple St(On the Court Square) •
thet•ar,•oneenter.org

Murray, KY

Sponsoring byr

270-753-0530

csiu
IP W

•

MurrayDISH.com
•

BAPTIST HEALTH

chs

1
7
47
"7
111

Ntroloa Part,V
F.7
Th.

Pit lift Sun

.404

AUTHORIZED RETAILER

Upfront fee, monthly fees and Pres on number and type of receivers will apply All pnces, packages. programing. features tundignality and offers subyect to change wetiout meat locarand
state sales taxes may apply Programming Is avertable to Imolai* dwellings located in the United
States Al DISH programming, and any other services tat are provided. are sublect to the terms and
conditions of the promotional agreement and Residential Customer Agreement, which is available
upon request Hardware and programming sold separately Customer must subscribe to minvitim
Programming Al services mans and trademarksibeiong to thew respective owners

Do You Need Help with
Taxes & Accounting?
Team ATA Can Help!

meet at least one of the following standards:
I.) minimum of 54 college
semester hours
2.) high school diploma with
at least two years of active military duty
3.) two yeaEs.• ' •. ,'ence as
a full-time. swo '$aw enforcement.officer,or
4.) two years of experience as
a comniercial vehicle inspector
under the North American
Standard requirement.
Current law enforcement officers who are POPS certified
(Peace Officer Professional
Standards) can enter field training after successful completion
of an eight-week Commercial
Vehicle Safety Regulation
course. .
Interested applicants should
visit the Kentucky State Police
•website for more information
and to download an application.
Go towww.kentuckystatepolice.org and click on Career
Opportunities, CVE Officer.
Anyone interested in obtaining
more information after visiting
the website can call 1-866-3603165 during office hours from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday, or leave a message any other time.
•

ALEXANDER
THOMPSON
ARNOLD

- PhTato by April McCormack
'WILD CHILD': Pictured is the photo 'wild Child" by April
McCormack. Throughout the month of February, the
Mayfield/Graves County Art Guild and Ice House Gallery will
kick off the 2013 exhibition schedule with a show of photog-_.
raphy by 17 local artists exhibiting 58 pictures. The show runs
through Saturday, March 2. The guild is a non-profit community arts cehter located in the historic Ice House at 120 North
Eighth St. (corner of North and North Eighth streets) in
Mayfield. It is accessible to individuals with disabilities and is
open Tuesday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and
Saturday from 10 a.m,. to 1 p.m. Admission is free.

Rare.baseball card
brings $92K in Maine
BIDDEFORD,Maine(AP) —
A rare l48-yea -old baseball
card discovered at a rural Maine'
yard sale has been auctioned for
$92,000.
The card depicting the
Brooklyn Atlantics amateur
baseball club was sold by Saco
River Auction Co. in Biddeford
Wednesday night and it drew
plenty of interest,
Bidding started at $10,000 and
quickly rose to the final
$92,000, which included an 18percent premium.
Jason
bidder
Winning
LeBlanc of Newburyport.
Mass., said he bought the card
as an investment for his young
son in the hope of selling it for a
higher price when his son gets
older. If the price had gone up
one more time, he said he would
have dropped out of the bidding.
A Maine man who doesn't
want to be publicly identified
found the card inside an old
photo album he bought while
antique picking in the small
town of Baileyville on the
Canadian border., The man
-bought the photo album, old
Coca-Cola bottles and a couple
of oak chairs together in a single
purchase for less than $100,said
Troy Thibodeau, manager and
auctioneer at Saco River
Auction.
The card isn't the same as a
modern-day baseball , card,
which became common in the
1880s. Rather, it's an original
photograph from 1865 mounted
on a card, showing nine players
and a manager.
The Library of Congress said
last month it was aware of only

two copies of the photo. The
other is in the institutica.s collection.
In
its book "Baseball
Americana," the Library of
Congress calls the item the first
dated baseball card, handed out
to supporters and opposing
teams in a gesture of bravado
from the brash Brooklynites.
who were dominant and won
their league championships in
1861, 1864 and 1865.
It was impossible to predict
what kind of price the card
would fetch because of its rarity.
Thibodeau said, but he guessed
before the auction that the winning bid would fall somewhere
between $50,000 and $500,000.
The priciest baseball card ever
is a 1909 Honus Wagner card,
which sold for $2.8 million in
2007.
Tom Bartsch,.editor of Sports
Collectors Digest, said $92,000
is a good price for a pre-war
card without a Hall of Famer's
picture.
"There are very few artifacts
around from the 1860s," he said.
"Baseball was near its infancy
in that time."
Chris Ivy, director of sports
auctions for Heritage Auctions,
said there's also only a small
pool of buyers for such an esoteric item.
Both said the story of the
card's discovery remarkable is a
reminder to collectors of all
kinds,that a rare find can easily
be missed among otherwise
unremarkable items.
"It's what keeps those treasure
hunters out there going," Ivy
said.
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Certified Public Accountants

EXPO
CENTEK
Murray, KY
FESKUAKY 15 er 16
AT S P.M.

Tax Return Preparation

Featured cores:

Strategic Tax Planning

BULL RIDING

Payroll & Bookkeeping

0500 Added Each NIght

BARREL RACIN

IRS Representation

Calf Womble

Estate & Gift Tax Planning

(Ages up to 10)

Mutton IfustInp at 7:30 p.

Sales Tax Refurns

(Ages up to 111)

Business Valuations
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4
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Audit & Assurance
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& Much More
Pictured: Rick Melton, CPA. KS(right)
Jason Anderson, CPA, CF(, Cl*CGMA (left)
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MURRAY STATE 69 TENNESSEE STATE 48
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Making strides

Lady Tigers
win big
over Lady
Flash
HIGH POWERED
OFFENSES
SHOWCASED
SATURDAY

By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
Only a coach would find
4 their team scored 93
fault after
points in a high school,game.
Put Murray High Lady Tiger
coach Rechelle Turner in that
category.
Yes, Murray High overpowered Lone Oak 93-69 Saturday
at Tiger Gym to improve to 23By KYSER LOUGH
4 on the season.
Sports Writer
But after a frenzied second
Fresh off a win over conference-leading
half of basketball, where both
Belmont, the Murray State Racers carried
teams ran up and down the
their momentum into Saturday's home game
floor scoring almost at will,
against Tennessee State, and handily disdefense was clearly on the mind
patched the Tigers 69-48.
of the Lady Tiger mentor.
For many on the team, Head Coach Steve
"I'm sure it was a fun game
Prohm included, the Racers are starting to
to watch and I'm sure that all of
have fun again and use their energy to begin
the parents and everyone in the
to make a run as tournament time approaches.
stands loved all that scoring,"
"We want to 'be good in February and
Turner said. "But our defense
March, that was the goal with all that this
the last two nights has been
team has been through," Prohtn said.
unacceptable."
Senior forward Ed Daniel agreed, saying
If the defense was subpar,
he and his teammates are just trying to get
the offense was torrid.
back to the basics and lessen the stress they
Murray had two stretches in
have been putting on themselves.
the second half where they
"We've been tensing ourselves up lately in
scored on 10 straight trips. And
the last few games but now we go out and
the performance came against a
play," he said.
Lone Oak squad that has
As the Racers took the court to a crowd of
already won 20 games.
And once again, the center
6.762 at the CFSB Center, it almost seemed
of the Lady Tiger attack was
like a direct continuation of the Thursday
Janssen Starks, who poured M
night matchup against Belmont. The players
30 points - hitting four of five
took the court with smiles on their faces and
from 3-point range. She also
Prohm brought out his arm-raising appeal to
had seven assists and got plenty
the crowd to bring the noise and get into the
of help from her teammates.
game.
"I'm hoping that people are
Senior forward Latreze Mushatt called it
'starting to realize that we are
"finding our mojo," and said that's just what
not a one man team," Turner
his team did.
said. "We've got a lot of great
"A lot of people were worried about us ...
pieces and hopefully they are
I've said once we started clicking we were
starting to get the credit, for
going to be fun to watch and 1 think we
what we are doing as a team."
clicked on Thursday and we clicked today,"
Kalai Trice had 15 points,
March
and
"February
game.
he said after the
seven rebounds and handed out
is when you really make runs and I think
three assists. Julie Thiede
that's what we need to do right now ... We're
tossed in 13 points and grabbed
making strides for it but we can always get
seven rebounds.
better."
And Murray continued to
Aside from a brief moment in the early
strong play from kome of
see
minutes of the game when Tentiessee State's
youngsters.
their
to
basket
point
three
a
sunk
Robert Covington
Maddie
Eighth-grader
take the lead 3-2, the Racers never trailed. The
and
points
11
had
Waldrop
second
the
Tigers made a comeback bid in
grabbed eight rebounds
half, coming within two points of the lead and
while seventh-grader Macey
bringing back memories of Belmont's late
had seven points on the
Turley
wouldteam
Prohm's
But
Thursday.
drive on
night.
n't let this game end in the final seconds and
Both Waldrop and Turley
instead went on a 27-6 run to put it out of
have taken major steps forward
reach. For Prohm, it was a relief to not have to
in recent weeks.
let the game come down to the buzzer.
"They've been very impres"That was good, that wac really good. It
Turner said. "Their learnsive,"
was 42-40 and I said 'Well, this is us...' We
curve has been getting
ing
I
did,
I
bit,
little
a
for
otir-composure
just lost
short. And they've been surgot frustrated and I can't ever do that. The
rounded by great kids. To see
we
but
times,
at
frustrated
guys got a little
take Macey under her
Janssen
Times
&
Ledger
/
LOUGH
KYSER
responded,- he said. "We made good plays,
watch Julie do the
and
wing
Garrett
Tigers.
the
against
points
ten
the
his
of
two
for
put
to
withstood that run and were able
Brandon Garrett rushes past Tennesee State's Jordan Cyphers
with Maddie has
thing
same
lead back up and finish the game."
finished the game with a double-double, notching ten reboundrin what teammate Latreze Mushatt called a "monSee LADY,IGERS,8A
•See RACERS, 8A
ster performance" from the senior.

RACERS CONTINUE
TO GAIN
MOMENTUM WITH
VICTORY OVER TSU

NCAA D-I BASKETBALL

C4rdinals lose to IrA 104-101 in 5-OT thriller
ING
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Ie
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1/10110111S
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defense. We were on them. ... made a few mental mistakes
TOM COYNE
I've never seen shots like that down the stretch when they had
Associated Press
SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) and I've been coaching a long, the lead by trying to force the
issue.
— Lo sville found a different long time."
"But sometimes when you're
, Cameron Biedscheid scored
way to fpse at Notre Dame.
foul shooting team at
bad
a
the
in
left
1:19
with
Aftef losing by 10 points or on a layup
not the worst thing in
it's
times
Atkins
Eric
andovertime,
fifth
South
in
games
three
its
more in
Bend since 2007, including an and Pat Connaugton added free the world to get two points," he
said.
overtime loss two ye* ago, the throws in the final 19,seconds.
Both teams needed big shots
Russ Smith had a chance to
Cardinals squandered an eightthe extra periods. In the
force
to
overfifth
the
of
point lead in the final minute of tie it at the end
Atkins and
overtime,
fourth
attempt
3-point
his
but
time,
104losing
regulation before
101 in five overtimes Saturday missed before Notre Dame stu- Zach Auguste missed shots for
dents flooded the court to cele- the Irish, but Garrick Sherman
night.
tipped in the rebound to tie the
•brate.
Pitino
Rick
coach
Louisville
score at 93 with 5 seconds left.
crucial
Both teams missed
said it was a typical Notre
Russ Smith had a lasusecond
minute.
final
the
in
throws
free
it
as
Dame-Louisville game
but
marked the sixth time in the last Atkins missed two with 37 sec- shot for, the Cardinals
•missed.
Harrell
Montrezi
eight meetings that the game onds left and
In the third overtime.
did the same for Louisville With
went beyond regulation.
16
JOE RAYIRONO/AP Photo
"They just made incredible 24 seconds left. The lead Behanan scored inside with
at
score
the
tie
to
left
seconds
and
times
26
hands
their
104-101 shots," said Pitino, who didn't changed
Notre Dame player celebrate with fans following
the
in
left
seconds
16
With
83.
ties.
16
were
there
the
from
questions
9,
Feb.
take any
win against Louisville in the fifth overtime Saturday,
Pitino said the Cardinals second overtime, Biedscheid hit
media. "I can't fault our
2013, in South Bend. Ind
•

a 3-pointer to force another
period.
It didn't look as if the
Cardinals were going to need
overtime when Chane Behanan
made a free throw with 51 seconds left in regulation to make
it 56-48. But Jerian Grant led
the Irish on a 12-4 comeback,'
hitting three straight 3-pointers
and then tying it on a threepoint play with 16 seconds left.
The Cardinals had a chance
to win, but they never got a shot
off as Siva lost control of the
ball under the basket in the
closing seconds.
"They were a great team
tonight and made a lot of big
shots," Irish coach Mike said.
"Give credit to the Grant kid.
He's a tremendous player and
he held his team up."
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'Shop & Share Day'a success
Special to the Ledger
—
FRANKFORT,
Ky.
Surrounded by donated- items
stacked in the Capitol Rotunda,
First Lady Jane Beshear recently announced the successful outcome of Shop & Share- Day, a
one-day drive to provide domestic violence shelters with needed
goods.
The combined goods and
monetary donations were estimated at more than $533,000.
Beshear said.
"Despite inclement weather.
Kentuckians turned out to support our domestic violence shel--kiers, victims and victim's fami-

lies," said Beshear. "Thank you
'to the many volunteers who graciously offered their time and to
the thousands of people who
bought and donated items:This
outstanding contribution will go
a long way toward helping
domestic.violence victims in our
sfate."
Shop & Share Day was held
Feb. 2, at Kentucky Kroger and
Food City4Loses. Volunteers at
each store jqovided shoppers
with a list
needed items,
allowing shoppers to purchase
and donate the items directly at
the stores. All collected contributions will be given to 15

Kentucky Domestic Violence
Association (KDVA) sheilters
throughout the state.
Organizational partners for
2013 Shop & Share include the
First Lady's Office, KDVA.
Kroger,Food City,the Kentucky
Commission on Women, the
General Federation of Women's
Clubs. the Girl Scouts 4:of
Kentuckiana,the Girls Scouts of
--Wilderness Road Council' and
the Kentucky Drug Court.
Five members of the Murray
Woman's Club volunteered and
participated in the Shop and
Share on Saturday at Murray's
Kroger. Items collected here

will go to Merryman House,
Gale Vinson, MWC president,
said.
The KDVA was founded in
1981 and is a coalition of
Kentucky's 15 domestic violence programs providing services to victims of domestic violence and their children. Its purpose is to provide mutual support, information, resource sharing.and technical assistance; to
coordinate statewide services;
and to advocate collectively,on
behalf of victims of domestic
violence. For more information
visit www.kdva.org/.

New whooping cough strain in U.S. raises questions
NEW YORK (AP) —•
Researchers have discovered the
first US. cases of whooping
cough caused by a germ that
may be resistant to the vaccine.
Health officials are looking
into whether cases like the
dozen found in Philadelphia
might be one reason the nation
just. had its worst year for
whooping cough in six decades.
The new bug was previously
reported in Japan. France and
Finland.
"It's quite intriguing. It's the
first time we've seen this here,"

(h( )1AL5

said Dr. Tom Clark of the deaths.
The new study suggests that
Centers for Disease Control and
the new whooping cough strain
Prevention,
The U.S. cases are detailed in may be why more people have
a brief report from the CDC and .been getting sick. Experts don't
other researchers in Thursday'sibothink it's more deadly, but the
New England Journal of shots may not work as well
against it.
Medicine,
In a small, soon-to-be pubWhooping cough is a highly
contagious disease that 'can lished study, French researchers
strike people of any age but is found the vaccine seemed to
most dangerous to children. It lower the risk of severe disease
was once common, but cases in from the new strain in infants.
the U.S. dropped after a Vaccine But it didn't prevent illness completely. said Nicole Guiso of the
was introduced in the 1940s.
An increase in illnesses in Pasteur Institute, one of the
recent years has been partially researchers.
The new germ was first.identiblamed on a version of the vaccine used since the 1990s, which fied in France. where more
doesn't last as long. Last year, extensive testing is routinely
the CDC received reports of done for whooping cough. The
41.880 cases,according to a pre- strain now accounts for 14 perliminary count.That included 18 cent of cases there, Guiso said.

Photo by April McCormack

In the United States, doctors
'WILD CHILD': Pictured is the photo "Wild Child" by April
usually rely on a rapid test to
McCormack. Throughout the month of February, the
help make a diagnosis.The extra
Mayfield/Graves County Art Guild and Ice House Gallery will
lab work isn't done oftenInough
kick off the 2013 exhibition schedule with a show of photogto give health officials a good
raphy by 17 local artists exhibiting 58 pictures. The show runs
idea how common the new type
through Saturday, March 2. The guild is a non-profit commuis here, experts said.
nity arts center located in the historic Ice House at 120 North
"We definitely need some
Eighth St. (corner of North and North Eighth streets) in
more information about this
Mayfield. It is accessible to indiviquals•with disabilities and is
before we can draw any concluopen Tuesday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and
sions," the CDC's Clark said.
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Admission is free.
The U.S. cases were found in
the past two years in patients at
St. Christopher's Hospital' for
Children in Philadelphia. One of
the study's researchers works for
a subsidiary of Johnson &
Johnson, which makes a version
of the old whooping cough vacBIDDEFORD,Maine(AP) — two copies of the photo. The
cine that is sold in other coun- A rare 148-year-old baseball other is in the institution's coltries.
card discovered at a rural Maine lection.
In its book "Baseball
yard sale has been auctioned for
Americana," 'the Library. of
$92,000.
The card depicting the Congress calls the item the first
Brooklyn Atlantics amateur dated baseball card, handed out
baseball club was sold by Saco to supporters and opposing
River Auction Co. in Biddeford teams in a gesture of bravado
Wednesday night and it drew from the brash Brooklynites,
who were dominant and won
plenty of interest,
meet at least one of the followBidding started at $10,000 and their league championships in
ing standards:
quickly rose to the final 1861, 1,864 and 1865.
1.) minimum of 54 college $92,000. which included an 18It was impossible to predict
semester hours
what kind of price the card
percent premium.
2.) high school diploma with
Jason would fetch because of its rarity.
bidder
Winning
at least two years of active mili- LeBlanc of Newburyport, Thibodeau said, but he guessed
tary duty
Mass., said he bought the card before the auction that the wintence as as an investment for his young ning bid would fall somewhere 3.) two years o
a full-time, swo aw enforce- son in the hope of selling it for a between $50,000 and $500,000.
ment.officer or
higher price when his son gets The priciest baseball card ever
4.) two years of experience as older. If the price had gone up is a 1909 Honus Wagner card,
a commercial vehicle inspector one more time, he said he would which sold for $2.8 million in
under the North American have dropped out of the bidding. 2007.
Standard requirement.
Tom Bartsch, editor of Sports
A Maine man who doesn't
Current law enforcement offi- want to be publicly identified ,,,,Collectors Digest, said $92,000
cers who are POPS certified found the card inside an old is a good price for a pre-war
(Peace Officer Professional photo album he bought while card without a Hall of Famer's
Standards) can enter field train- antique picking in the small picture.
ing after successful completion town of Baileyville on the
"There are very few artifacts
of an eight-week Commercial Canadian border.. The man around from the 1860s," he said.
Vehicle Safety Regulation bought the photo album, old "Baseball was near its infancy
course.
Coca-Cola bottles and a couple in that time."
Interested applicants should of oak chairs together in a single
Chris Ivy, director of sports
visit the Kentucky State Police purchase for less than $100,said auctions for Heritage Auctions,
website for more information Troy Thibodeau, manager and said there's also only a small
and to download an application. auctioneer at Saco River pool of buyers for such an esoGo towww.kentuckystatepo- Auction.
teric item.
lice.org and click on Career
Both said the story of the
The card isn't the same as a
Opportunities, CVE Officer.
modern-day baseball card, card's discovery remarkable is a
Anyone interested in obtaining which became common in the reminder to collectors of all
more information after visiting' 1880s. Rather, it's an original kinds that a rare find can easily
the website can call 1-866-360- photograph from 1865 mounted be missed among otherwise
3165 during office hours from 8 on a card, showing nine players unremarkable items.
a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday and a manager.
"It's what keeps those treasure
through Friday, or leave a mesThe Library of Congress said hunters out there going." Ivy
sage any other time.
last month it was aware of only said.

Rare baseball card
brings $92K in Maine

KSP accepting applications
for position of CVE Officers
Special to the Ledger
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The
Kentucky State Police is currently accepting applications for
the position of Commercial

Vehicle Enforcement Officer I.
Applicants must be 21 years of
age,'a U.S. citizen, in good
health and possess a valid driver's license. They must also
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We are proud to offer the
complete line of DISH
products including the new
Hopper Whole-Home HD
DVR.
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Lady Tigers
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MURRAY STATE 69, TENNESSEE STATE 48
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Making strides

HIGH POWERED
OFFENSES
SHOWCASED
SATURDAY

By DAVID RAPAEY
Sports Writer
Only a coach would find
fault after their team scored 93
points in a high school game.
Put Murray High.Lady Tiger
coach Rechelle Turner in that
category.
Yes, Murray High overpowered Lone Oak 93-69 Saturday
at Tiger Gym to improve to 23By KYSER LOUGH
4 on the season.
Sports Writer
But after a frenzied second
Fresh off a win over conference-leading
half of basketball, where both
Belmont, the Murray State Racers carried
teams ran up and down the
their momentum into Saturday's home game
floor scoring almost at will,
against Tennessee State, and handily disdefense was clearly on the mind
patched the Tigers 69-48.
of the Lady Tiger mentor.
For many on the team, Head Coach Steve
"I'm sure it was a fun game
Prohm included, the Racers are starting to
to watch and I'm sure that all of
have fun again and use their energy to begin
the parents and everyone in the
to make a run as tournament time approaches.
stands loved all that scoring,"
"We want to be good in February and
Turner said. "But our defense
March, that was the goal with all that this
the last two nights has been
team has been through." Prohm said.
unacceptable."
Senior forward Ed Daniel agreed, saying
If the defense was subpar,
he and his teammates are just trying to get
the offense was torrid.
back to the basics and lessen the stress they
Murray had two stretches in
have been putting on themselves.
the second half where they
"We've been tensing ourselves up lately in
scored on 10 straight trips. And
the last few games but now we go out and
the performance came against a
Lone Oak squad that has
"OW,- he said.
already won 20 games.
As the Racers took the court to a ciewd of
And once again, the center
Center, it almost seemed
6,762 at the
of the Lady Tiger attack was
like a direct continuation of the Thursday
Janssen Starks, who poured in
night matchup against Belmont. The players
30 points - hitting four of five
took the court with smiles on their faces and
from 3-point range. She also
Prohm brought out his arm-raising appeal to
had seven assists and got plenty
the crowd to bring the noise and get into the
of help from her teammates.
game.
"I'm hoping that people are
Senior forward Latreze Mushatt called it
starting to realize that we are
"finding our mojo," and said that's just what
not a one man team," Turner
his team did.
said. "We've got a lot of great
"A lot of people were worried about us ...
pieces and hopefully they are
I've said once ,we started clicking we were
to get the credit for
starting
we
think
I
and
watch
to
fun
be
to
going
are doing as a team."
we
what
clicked on Thursday and we clicked today,"
Trice had 15 points,
Kalai
March
and
"February
game.
he said after the
seven rebounds and handed out
is when you really make runs and I think
three assists. Julie Thiede
that's what we need to do right now ... We're
tossed in 13 points and grabbed
making strides for it but we can always get
seven rebounds.
better."
And Murray continued to
early
the
in
moment
brief
a
Aside from
strong play..from some of
see
minutes of the game when Tennessee State's
youngsters.
their
to
basket
point
three
Robert Covington sunk a
Maddie
Eighth-grader
take the lead 3-2, the Racers never trailed. The
and
points
11
had
Waldrop
second
Tigers made a comeback bid in the
grabbed eight rebounds
half, coming within two points of the lead and
while seventh-grader Macey
bringing back memories of Belmont's late
had seven points on the
Turley
wouldteam
Prohm's
But
drive on Thursday.
night.
n't let this game end in the final seconds and
Both Waldrop and Turley
instead went on a 27-6 run to put it out of
taken major steps forward
have
reach. For Prohm, it was a relief to not have to
weeks.
recent
in
let the game come down to the buzzer.
"They've been very impresIt
good.
really
was
that
good,
was
"That
sive," Turner said. "Their learnwas 42-40 and I said 'Well, this is us...' We
ing curve has been getting
I
did,
I
bit.
little
a
for
composure
just lost our
short. And they've been surgot frustrated and I can't ever do that. The
rounded by great kids. To see
we
but
times,
at
guys got a little frustrated
Janssen take Macey under her
Times
&
Ledger
I
LOUGH
KYSER
responded," he said. "We made good plays,
wing, and watch Julie do the
Garrett
Tigers.
the
against
points
ten
his
of
two
for
the
Cyphers
put
to
withstood that run and were able
Brandon Garrett rushes past Tennesee State's Jordan
thing with Maddie has
same
a "monlead back up and finish the game."
finished the game with a double-double, notching ten rebounds in what teammate Latreze Mushatt called
•See LADY TIGERS, 8A
See RACERS,8A
ster performance" from the senior.

RACERS CONTINUE
TO GAIN
MOMENTUM WITH
VICTORY OVER TSU
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Cardinals lose to Irish 104-101 in 5-OT thriller
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TOM COYNE
diPlc
Associated Press
SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP)
— Louisville found a different
way to lose at Notre Dame.
After losing by 10 points or
more in its three games in South
Bend since 2007, including an
overtime loss two years ago, the
Cardinals squandered an eightpoint lead in the final minute of
regulation before losing 104101 in five overtimes 'Saturday
night.
Louisville coach Rick Pitino
said it was a typical Notre
Dame-Louisville game as it
marked the sixth time in the last
eight meetings that the game
went beyond regulation.
JOE RAYMOND/AP Photo
They just made incredible
104-101
their
following
fans
with
said Pitino, who didn't
celebrate
shots,
player
Notre Dame
from the
win against Louisville in the fifth overtime Saturday, Feb. 9, take any questions
our
fault
can't
*I
media.
2013. in South Bend, Ind

LB.

14,

defense. We were on them. ...
I've never seen shots like that
and I've been coaching a long,
long time."
Cameron Biedscheid scored
on a layup with 1:19 left in the
fifth overtime, and Eric Atkins
and Pat Connaugton added free
throws in the final 19 seconds.
Russ Smith had a chance to
tie it at the end of the fifth overtime, but his 3-point attempt
missed before Notre Dame students flooded the court to celebrate.
Both teams missed crucial
free throws in the final minute.
Atkins missed two with 37 seconds left and Montrezi Harrell
did the same for Louisville with
24 seconds left. The lead
changed hands .26 times and
there were 16. ties.
Pitino said the Cardinals

made a few mental mistakes
down the stretch when they had
the lead by trying to force the
issue.
"But sometimes when you're
a had foul shooting team at
times it's not the worst thing in
the world to get two points; he
said.
Both teams needed big shots
to force the extra periods. In the
fourth overtime. Atkins and
Zach Auguste missed shots for
the Irish, but Garrick Sherman
tipped in the rebound to tie the
score at 93 with 5 seconds left.
Russ Smith had a last-second
shot for the Cardinals but
missed.
In the third overtime,
Behanan scored inside with 16
seconds left to tie the score at
83. With 16 seconds left in the
second overtime, Biedscheid hit

a 3-pointer to force ano4her,
period.
It didn't look as if the
Cardinals were going to need
overtime when Chane Behanan
made a free throw with 51 seconds left in regulation to make
it 56-48. But Jerian Grant led
the Irish on p 12-4 comeback,
hitting three straight 3-pointers
and then tying it on a threepoint play with 16 seconds left.
The Cardinals had a chance
to win, but they never got a shot
off' as Siva lost control of' the
ball under the basket in the
closing seconds.
They were a great team
tonight and made a lot of big
shots: Irish coach Mike said.
"Give credit to the Grant kid.
He's a tremendous player and
he held his team up."
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Prep Boy's Basaatba8
Saturday
Heath 69. Union Co 57
1-lickrrian Co. 59, Community Chrettan
(Paducah) 41
Marshal Co 56. St Mary 47
Today
hackman Co at BaPard Memorial. 6p m
Graves Co at Carlisle Co., 7.30 p.m
Murray high at Heath, 730 p.m.
Community Chnstian (Paducah) at
Reidland. 7 30 p
Girf's
Saturday
Murray High 93. Lone Oak 69
Graves Co 53. Lyon Co 41
Heath 51, Union City 49
Hickman Co 58, Community Ch_nstian
(Paducah) 46
Marshall Co 57, St Mary 34

III%

when
you need
them...
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/ ?III) /iihn%int /i/ti/ •
Mayfield 63, Trigg Co 27

Today
Murray HO at Heath,6 p.m
Fulton Co at Mayfield, 7:30 p.m
CommuMty Christian (Paducah) at
Reidland 730 p.m
Ghri Fellcrwship at Tnpg Co 6 p in

"Bocnose We Cige

•Oil Change, Full Service
•NC Service
• Brake Service
• Coolant Flush
• Diagnostics
• Engine Oil Flush

Racers fall at Central Arkansas

•Lady Tigers...
From Page 7A
been special."
And for the second straight
night, Turner used a big lineup
that featured Starks and four
players over 6-foot on the floor
at the same time. Turner said
she likes the way that lineup
looks.
"1 thinic were going to see
more of it," Turner said.
and
Lawson
Samantha
Jacqueline Roof had 19 points
to lead Lone Oak.
Murray closes regular season this week with three games.
They visit Heath tonight before

traveling to one of the state's
top team Tuesday when they
visit Henderson County.
Murray finishes out the regular season Friday, hosting
Carlisle County.
Lone Oak
Murray High

19 19 13 18 — 899
24 21 23 25 — 933

Lone Oak (204, 4-3) — S Lawson 19,
Root 19, Snelling 13, .1 Lawson, Boyd 6,
Smith 2.
FO: 25-76 3-pt.: 8-31 FT: 11-13.
Rebounds: 26. TUrnovers: 14
Murray Megh(23-4, 6-0)) — Siarks 30,
Tnce 15, Puede 13, Waldrop 11. Turley
7, Clark 6, House 4, Grogan 3. Duncan
2, Vcgt 2
FG: 36-68 3-pt.: 7-157 FT: 14-19
Rebounds: 35 TUrnovers: 16

"Fuel injection service
• Power Steering Flush
• Engine Repair/Replacement
•lire Rotation
• Tune Up - Belts & Noses
• Transmission Service

Monday-FrIday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times

Ed Daniel battles with Tennessee State's Michael Green for
an offensive rebound during the first half. Daniel had ten
rebound and a team-leading 18 points against the Tigers.

1111CLOSETMAID* OF MURRAY
Lifetime Warranty

1118acers...
From Page 7A
The Racers saw what
Mushatt called a "monster performance" from Daniel and
Brandon Garrett, both ending
with a double-double. For
Daniel, the toughness of the
Tennessee State Tigers just
motivated him to play harder,
notching six blocks, ten
rebounds and a team-leading
18 points.
"They're one of our toughest opponents in the conference
and they almost are like a rival
to us. We just like the competition they bring, it makes us
play better," he said.
Normally a team that shoots
43 percent from the field, the
Tigers were held to just 28.8
percent as the Racers guarded
the perimeter and focused on
defense.
"We're getting back to playing a physical defense, pressuring the basketball," Prohm
said. "Stacy (Wilson) is growing :up defensively, Ed and
Brandon have been locked in
and getting Treze back is helping ... We're getting production
from more people now and that
makes us better ... We are getting better but we gotta contin-

ue to sustain this when we go
on the road."
It was exactly one year to
the day since the Tigers handed
the Racers their first and only
regular-season loss during the
2011-2012 season, but Prohm
said that wasn't on their minds
as the Tigers returned to the
CFSB Center.
The Racers hit the road for
the next three games, taking on
West Division second place
Southern Illinois UniversityEdwardsville Thursday night
and then Eastern Illinois
Saturday. Both players and
Prohm reiterated their mantra
of taking it "one game at a
time" but all said they are ready
to carry their momentum forward and make strides toward a
conference tournagark, .nln in
March.
Tennessee State
Murray State

32 37 — 89

Tennessee State (14-11, 8-4) —
Thornton 12, Miller 12, Covington 11.
Cyphers 7 Green 4, Flhert 2
FG: 17-59 3-pt: 3-15. F1': 11-13
Rebounds: 42 Turnover's: 19
Murray State (18-5, 9-2) — Daniel 18.
Canaan 16. Garrett 10, Wilson 9. Moss
8. Mushatt 4, Fields 2, Ford 2
FG: 21-49 3-pt: 5-15 FT: 22-29
Rebounds: 35 Turnovers: 13.

Complete
Garage Sales
Base Cabinets
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Shutters & Blinds
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753-9688
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ished sixth, while the boys were regional honors and was third in Amy Workman said. "Once they
Staff Report
the 100 backstroke and fourth in got in our water,
- seventh.
Ky.
OWENSBORO,
they did what they were sup"We were extremely happy," the 200 free.
Murray High had a pair of top
Abby Gibson finished fifth in posed to do. They proved they
10 finishes while a young group Murray coach Rick McGee said.
of Calloway County swimmers "Everyone overachieved. It's the 200 medley and ninth in 100 belonged."
Marco O'Brian finished fifth
had breakthrough performances unusual for that young of a team breaststroke while Megan M.
in the KHSAA 1st Region to excel like we did. They Wilson was thirteenth in the 100 100 breaststroke and eleventh in
the 200
weren't intimated by some of the breaststroke
championships in Owensboro.
freestyle event and Andy
Nicole McGee was sixth in
Murray's Daniel McGee older swimmers. These guys
broke a 30-year-old regional didn't flinch on much. And that both the 100 and 50 freestyle Anderson had a personal best in
record in the 500 freestyle event bodes extremely well for the events while Neely Gibson fin- the 100 freestyle.
Natalie Hahs broke school
ished fourteenth in the 100 butin Friday's preliminaries and future."
records in both the 200 and 500
Cyrus Nabavi finished sec- terfly.
broke the mark again Saturday.
The Lady Tiger medley relay freestyle events while Phillip
He won both the 200 and 500 ond in the 100 butterfly and sevVilardo broke his school record
freestyle titles and will be seed- enth in the 200 freestyle. Eb team finished eleventh.
Calloway County had several in the 100 backstroke.
ed No. 3 in the state meet later Weber was seventh in the 100
Calloway also got points
this month. He was named the backstroke and seventh in the school records set on the weekfrom its 400 meter relay team of
100 butterfly.
end.
swimmer of the meet.
Trent Lyons, thirteenth in the
"All of our newcomers did Samantha Radomski, Michaela
Murray's 200 meter relay
team of Megan Wilson. Abby 100 backstroke and Will some things they didn't realize Brown, Laken Brittain and Leah
Shelton, eleventh in the 100 they could do," Calloway coach Feldhaus.
Gibson. Nicole
McGee and Megan Wilson breaststroke also put points on fn,
finished second, also qualifying the board for the Tigers.
Murray's 200 freestyle relay
for the state meet. The Lady
Tiger 400 meter freestyle relay squad finished fifth. Eb Weber
team also qualified for the state also won the regional sportsmanship award.
meet with a sixth place finish.
Megan Wilson earned all
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Women
Today
Temessee Slate at Murray Stale, 7 p m

singles, 6-0, 6-7 and 3-2.
Ashley Canty was defeated by
Simon& Horsikyan at number one
6-4 and 6-3. Erin Patton roundedout the scores for the Racers,
falling 6-3, 6-3 at number four.
In doubles play, the duo of
Canty and Suga were defeated 86 at number one. The teams of
Blue and Patton and Huerth and
Stoltz both fell 8-5 at number two
and three doubles, respectively.
Murray State's match against
Arkansas State was slated to be
played Sunday evening, but was
canceled due to inclement weather. Next up for the Racers is the
first of five straight home matches as they will host Southern
Illinois on Sunday at 1 p.m. at the
Kenlake Tennis Center.
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OVC Men's Basketball
Saturday
Murray Stele 6‘, Tonnes**. State 48
UT-Marlin 77, SlU-Ediverdeville 68
SEMO 77, Eastern lands 64
Eastern Kentucky 56, Morehead 47
Balmcht 76, Austin Peay 65
Tennessee Tech 78, Jadmorrville State
64

MSU WOMEN'S TENNIS
From PAW Athletics
The Murray State women's
tennis team dropped its lone
match of the weekend on
Saturday afternoon as the Racers
were defeated by Central
Arkansas 6-1. The match was
MSU's first road tilt of the season.
Megan Blue picked up the
Racers' lone win in the match.
Blue defeated Krizia Buck 6-4
and 6-1 at number three singles.
The Racers (1-1) dropped
three three-set matchups against
the Sugar Bears (2-5) at number
two, five and six singles. At number two, Carla Suga fell 7-6, 1-6
and 6-4. Carolyn Huerth lost 6-7,
6-0 and 2-0 at number five, while
Suzatui Stoltz lost at number six
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Family ties: Scouting more
than knots for local family

Calloway County Eagle Scouts
1940
2013
Richard Boggess
Fred
John
Levee
Castle
SA

1940
1940
1941
1943
1943
1945
146
.1
.1

Steve Porter
Robert Underwood
Brent Austin
Brod Boone
Philip Byrn
Russell Warren Moore
PhiNip Lynn Rogers
Mari Thurman
Tim WoNin
Bryan Warner
Barry Wells
Randal BIG&
Sam Kelly
Christopher Porker
Michael Skinner

1971
1971
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1973
1973
1973
1972
.1974
1974

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer
A father and two of his sons have more in common than a last name.
.
t
i
s
All three are Eagle Scouts, the highest honor achievable in the Boy Scouts of America program. It . Z
Pot
dies
.
rare
for
immediate
family
to
have
one
Eagle
rank
in
the
family,
let
alone
two.
is
Olivet tit
But three? And all earned in the same county, no less? It's unheard of,
Chad %kart
The Mikulcik's,father David and brothers Dominik and Simon, have all been through the rigors of Pat Sykes
•••
the Scout Oath, Scout Law,Scout Slogan and Scout Motto. Specific merit badges for personal fitness, Clegg Austin .... . ••
47
financial stability, community involvement and environmental awareness, among others, were earned Gene Gel:tiny
47
by each of the family members as a sign of understanding the world around them and served.as build- Tom Lamb .. ..
147
ing blocks to becoming a better man.
Bud Tolley .4 ..
The latest addition to the ranks, Tommy Ca
...I
..
50
Simon, finished his Eagle project William Thomas
• •
.
in the waning months of 2012 - a Frank Miller.
••••
tkam
rosary walk for St. Leo's Catholic Jerry Adams ..•
D°1975
Larry
Buxton
.",,.
••
.• •..•
Church in Murray. An Eagle projr '
1975
Woody Herndon .
Hountlyfame'
ect is not only a benchmark and
Max Parker
km Jennings
milestone of culminated efforts, Harold Shoemaker
1975
1957 Andy Wilson
but also is a test of the skills and Jimmy Smith
1957 Charlie Bazzel
1976
leadership- qualities learned in James Wilson
1957 Mon Warner
1976
Scouting along the way.
1977
Joe Overbey
1951 Kent Eversrneyer
"Boy Scouts gives a great envi- David Russell..
1977
1959 Gregory Morton
1977
ronment for learning how to lead
Ben Hogancomp
1960 JorNdfnger.
1977
people," Simon said. "It teaches William H. Soloman ill •« • — w .J960 Gregory Wade Schanbother
1977
1960 Mark Young
Weatherly
you how to interact with people
1978
Otis Jones
------- MT Jeff Carruthers
better."
Johnson
1978
James
Weatherly
.
4
761
Claude
.
777,;;1
Like many Scouts, Simon went
Walk= F. Smith, 111
1978
through a period in his career where he wasn't sure if reaching Eagle was something he wanted to do. Bill Adams .
Bill Allbritton
1962 Paul Austin
1979
Already busy with his final years in high school and being pulled in many directions, he said he found
Norman D. (Skipl Hale, Jr.
1979
1962 Tim Burchfiekl
he
started
through
a
church
retreat,
leading
to
the motivation to finish what
Stanley Jewell
1962 Joe Kim Hannon
1979
his desire to complete an Eagle project based on the revelation.
1979
Sammy Knight
David Hondwl
"There was something worthwhile about getting Eagle, but I couldn't
1979
Jimmy Armbruster, k
David Mikukik
quite put my finger on that," he said. "I wanted to do something religiously
1979
Andre Kellie
1964 Don tiotoseley
..1979
Jerry Knight ... ....
tied because of that experience."
li64 Eddie Phelps
:
t•- .1979
Steve Smith
-' ... «1964 Mike Pins
Along with helping other Scouts it Troop 45 complete various requireJan Buxton
.w r riPtY. I :1965 Orent Clark
W.]
ments for proper rank advancement, Simon is a self-proclaimed knots and
mahhtx1
Fazi
Lee Crites
1966 Cbris
samirchnsmiciy
lashings master, and his favorite merit badge was the first one he ever earned
Steve Knight
.... 196.6
- First Aid.
..wi 1966
Robert Lowe
be
Scout
skills
out
there,
that's
the
one
I'm
going
to
-Of all the different
Jimmy Ramer
"' 1966
,
using the most," he said.
Edwin Sdvnick
While camping, fitness,'water Sports and-other outdoor activities often
Alan Weatherly
1
9
4
,
6
adorn recruiting posters for Boy Scouting, David and Simon both said the
1967 Scott
Clair Eversmeyer
most important qualities obtained through Scouting are interpersonal com1967 David Robiaset;
Tim Fannin
1
Quentin Fannin
1967 Lon 5110
munication and a renewed spiritual reverence.
..1$82
Mike Harrell
1967 Kurt
"That's one of the best things about it," David said. "It's not really noticed or spoken about very
.«1982
1967 Billy
Mork Kennedy
often, but that's actually one of the great skills you develop."
.1983
Robin
AdantS
Randy
Lowe
1967
about
Scouting
is
to
4
important
thing
David
said
the
most
• Like the Seven Pillars of Character,
1984
1967 Michael Bobo
emphasize the Scout Oath and Law in every day life, Rodneylowe
1984
Michael
Bryan
.
.1967
Steve
are
«
reminder
of
how
to
as the words serve not only as a
1984
1967 Phillip Carter
Jim
Pickens
live, but also provide a strong guideline on how to be a Bennie Steve Simmons ... .-„ 1967 Charles Cella
1984
good leader.
1984
Doug Vander Makin ....... . .. 1967 Steven Chrishat Drew.
"You're not consciously trying to memorize it," he Albert Zimmerman ...)..,...., 1967 Ken Hainsworik
1984
said. -It's part of your life and it's engrained in you, Bob Barr
1984
M. Gory Haws
.it
1984
and if you stay with it and really give the effort into it, Pat Boggess
Aaron A. Schroeder
.
.r.."..
Jr.
1965
Kevin Cooper ......
you really get a lot out of it. You get out of it what you
19$5
Dave Garrison
fi,_ -`- -..1
put into Scouting, and it can be a wonderful thing."
.1916
41961
Richard Gee
_Dominik, who earned his Eagle in 2011 and now
1868
'
EV*
1986
Horns,
M.D.
Clark
studies Japanese at Murray State University, said he
1916
1968
ke
hopes to take values he learned in Scouting and push David Keller
m C. (Chip) Adams SI
Torn Keller
.1988
them a step further in his daily life.
- .
•
Richard
Orr
"You always hear people talk about 'Leave No
)196
168
B
'"
Mike Farley
Trace'," Dominik said. "What happened to 'leave it John Marce Robertson
1987
.ii 3968
Yen,14
better than you found it'?"
1917
i.1968 LgncelWper
Larry Robinson
Along with Scouting, Simon will graduate from
1987
1968
Peter Schiel
,,'.1987
.
Calloway County High School having led the Robotics Paul Thurman
1968 Greg Itheriet
1987
1968 Isar* Schroeder
Club in competition, finished Racer Academy, partici- David Waters •
1988
1968 Kay Priscott
pated in ballet and has been a member of the award- Robert Waters,k.
1969 drandoa Wedbrooit
..19811
winning Academic Team - just a sample of the activi- Joe Hedges
,19114
1969 Darren Wilmer Gate
Ricky Lowe
ties he has chosen to occupy his time. He will attend
1990
Paul Matthew laugher ,.
1969
Moore
Edward
2013.
University
in
fall
Kentucky
Eastern
IWO
1969 John Paul Mx
Olazabal
Victor
Top left, Dave and Simon Mikulcik pose for a trimly photo. Simon is the latest recepient of the Eagle Rank in
1969 David Wade Rogers
Bert Siebold
achievement.
At
the Mikulcik family, joining brother Dominik and his father, Dave, as earners of the prestigious
1990
1970 Chris Weatherly,
AiChapmon
nght, the centerpiece of Simon's rosary walk, the cross, had to be handcrafted and poured to fit. "Lowe's doesn't
, 1991
Alexander
Ole
Mike
1971
sell cross-shaped stepping stones," Simon said. "So we had to make it ourselves." Above, Dave's Scout uniform,
1992
..
1971
Ronnie Billington
circa 1979, complete with his Eagle badge and Bicentennial patch for the birthday of America. The bottom picture
1992
Brandon
Christoplair
1971
Chris
Clanton
was snapped by the Murray Ledger and Times on Feb. 20, 1979, where Dave and four others shared a Court of
1992
1971 Bryan Alan Burgess
Mon Lemons

Matthew Falwell
Christopher Xavier Joseph Fuhrman
Scott P. Kallie
Matthew Doran Weatherly
Matthew Wright ...
Michael
Arthur

1992
1

994

.044
..1994
... 1994
1994
1995
1995
.1995
1995 :
1995
1995
1995
1996 1996 :
1996
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997
1998
199$
1998
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
2000
2000
2000
Henry
2000
2000
McLaren
2000
Alen Siebold
iel Richard Garfinkel
2001
Garrison
2001
William "David" McConnell
2001
2001
Brian Stoler
2001
Ben Williams
Michael Belcher
2003
2003
Ryan Lee
2003
Tomas James Robiugo
2004
Thomas Hale
2004
.
Cory Road
2004
Aiden 501anedepapn
2005
Brod* Blot
flay Hornsby ,
2005
2006
Jordan Lowe'
2007
Chartin
2007
Colinllarv
2007
Matthew f
2007
Jesse
2607
er
Mattlirm
2V37
Nalha
2039
JoseFill
2010
Jessiellidock
2010
Brandati Kipphut
2010
Travb burr
2010
Jo* Cat:then
2011
Healer Smith
2011
Joseph Harrison
2011
Dominik Mikukik
2011
Don Ian Kunkle
2012
Karla Vazquez
2012
Simon Mikukik
2012
Joseph Villeneuve_
2012
Tanner Kirby
date unavailable
Greg Fox
date unavailable
Jon Hall
date unavailable
Douglas Shelton
Int,,rmation ()minted 17‘ David Roos.

Honor in celebration of earning the Eagle Rank. ED MARLOWE / Ledger & Times

Boy Scouts Breakfast: Tues., Feb. 12• 7:30 am • CFSB Center Murray Room

-683 1
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Gas prices ok a leap of nearly 11 cents over the past two
week*
Mr. and hits'. Hurshel Burton,
of Farmington, will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary Feb.
14. The couple was married on
that, date in 1953 in Corinth,
Miss.
:Murray State will play tribute
to one of the best basketball
teams in school history when members of the 1987-88 OVC cham.
psonship team reunite at the RSEC
for . the Racers game against
SOutheast Missouri State!
Murray Middle School homeroom reprertatives that participated in Random Acts of kindness were Mackenzie Webster,
Hannah
McAllister, Chelsea
DeShields, Blake Manness, Niko
Sikkel, Kody Stevens, Robert
Jakob Klossner-Read, Elizabeth Dawson and Lauren Cole.
Twenty years ago
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Auxiliary donated 22
blue leather recliner chairs for
hospital rooms in the 3-West wing
and the Critical Care Unit family waiting area, said Auxiliary
PfesIdent^Bobbie Waters.
- In 'high school basketball, CallOwaY County Lady Lakers beat
Paducah Tilghman 84-52. Valerie
Shelton had a game-high 30 points.
Murray High School band members'selected to participate in the
All-District Freshman Honors
Band were Erika Johnson, Andrea
Jackson, Alyson McNutt, Neely
Green, Crystal Worfe, Dustin
Alton, Jason Shelby, Summer
Roberson, Chas Villanova and
William Holden.
Calloway County High School
students selected to sing in the
1993 Kentucky All-State choir
are Emily Leslie, Trina Dick,
Todd Earwood, Johnathon Bennett and Leah Baust.
Thirty years ago
Attending the winter youth conference of Latter Day Saints in
Clarksville, Tenn., were Karen

Hainsworth, Kenneth Hainsworth,
Gary Haws Jr., and Julie Wright,
from the Murray branch.
Fourth, fifth and sixth grade
winners in North Calloway Elementary's spelling bee wete Dale
McCallon, Leigh Ann Furr, Alan
Bazzell, Aleshia Griffin, LaDonna Duncan, Dawn Sledd, Alan
Mille, Kellee Geurin and Jennifer
Massey.
A recent birth reported at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
Jan. 26 includes a boy' to Mr.
and Mrs. Gary Lee Witherspoon,
Fulton. For Feb. 2, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Greg Bogard, Murray.
In high school basketball, Murray High beat Mayfield 60-57.
Center Jim West had a gamehigh 21 points.
Forty years ago
Don Keller has been named
general chairman for Boy Scouts
of America 1973 Fund Campaign
in Calloway County, according
to Ed Chrisman, last year's fund
drive chairman.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Steve Andrus,
Feb. 9; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Paul E. Woods and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Homer Ahart, Feb. 6;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Edward, McLeod, Feb.- 7; and a
girl to Steve and Carolyn Sexton, Feb. 8.
Fifty years ago —,
Marine PFC Thomas O. Young,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Truman 0.
Young, is serving at Marine Corps
Recruit Depot, San Diego, Calif.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. David Tapp, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Miller;
and twin girls to Mr. and Mrs.
Hubert Tucker.
Sixty years ago
Jerry Graham was honored at
a party Feb. 5 in celebration of
his 16th birthday by his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ryan Graham.
"Operation Secret" starring Cornelk Wilde, Karl Malden and
Steve Cochran is showing at Varsity Theatre.

COMICS / FEATURES
Be a sweetheart and reach
out to someone who's lonely
DEAR ABBY: Valentine's Day
is approaching, and I wanted to
write concerning those of us who
are single.
This holiday was set aside to
celebrate love and lovers, but it
can be a lonely time for people
who find themselves without a
significant other. Valentine's Day
is so commercialized that
one is bombarded by ads
gifts,
for
candy, etc.,
from every
angle, which
only enforces
one's aloneThe
ness.
message
is
subtly sent -but received
By Abigail
loud and clear
Van Buren
that an individual without a partner is worthless.
I would like to urge your readers this year to include those who
are alone through divorce or widowhood in their celebration of
this day. Make it a day on which
they too can feel special. loved,
and a part of things rather than
isolated, forgotten and alone.
All holidays can be lonely for
those who have rost loved 'ones.
You will be blessed by sharing,
and they will be uplifted to know
someone cares. -- SOLO
DEAR SOLO: Thank you for.
your letter. Readers, if you're feeling down because you don't have
a special valentine, the surest cure
for the blues is to do something
for someone else. Call someone
who's alone to lay, "I'm thinking
about you.
If you know someone who's
in a nursing home, take some
flowers. Put your discarded items
in a box and call your favorite
charity. Donate some blood. Listen to your teenager. Tell your
parents you think they're great. Forgive an enemy. Send a donation
to a food program that benefits
the needy.

Dear Abby

00000

DEAR ABBY: I have had an
embarrassing problem ever since
grammar school. I bite my nails
and cuticles until they bleed. If
the pain is severe, Of I see a
piece of cuticle hanging, I stop
until it heals. But then I start up
again. How can quit this ugly habit?
-- MANIC
DEAR MANIC: You have a
problem that I'm' told is shared
by one in 12 adults. There is
more than one solution for it, and
the common denominator in all
of them is MOTIVATION. Some
helpful suggestions submitted by
readers in years past:
( I) "What helped me to finally stop at age 45 was that I sat
down and tried to figure out why
I kept biting my nails. I finally
realized it was because I couldn't stand the feel of a rough nail
catching on the fabric of my clothing.
"Now I keep emery boards,
from coarse to fine, beside my
favorite chair, in my purse, in my
glove compartment and by my
bed. If I feel a snag, I immediately smooth the offending nail."
(2) "My high school teacher
included some interesting" lessons
in personal hygiene in his biology class. One day, he asked us
to scrape under our fingernails
and look at what we removed
under a microscope. Seeing face
to face what had collected under
there was enough to stop me from
biting my nails."
(3) "What stopped me was a
job .I landed as a teenager. I
became an usher at a movie theater. My job required wearing a
uniform, including white gloves.
Not long after. I noticed I had
nice nails."
•
(4) "Finally, when I was in
my 30s, I asked my doctor to
suggest a cure. He talked to me
about oge.igiVe:ebilifiinsive disorder and prescribed a low dose of
a very safe drug used by people
with O.C.D. In three weeks my
nail-biting stopped for good."

Murray 1

Establish safety rules for
child home alone
way.
*Keep all windows and doors
locked.
*Call 911 in case of emergency.
In case of fire, get our of
the house as quickly as possible- Call for help from a neighbor's house.
*Never let anyone into the
home without your permission.
*Never let a caller on the
phone know that there is no
adult home.
*Do not'we the stove, oven,
microwave,space heaters or other
heat-producing appliances while
home alone, unless specifically
given permission to do so.
-- Make sure your child knows
her full name, phone number
with area code and address,
including city and state.
One Saturday long ago I was
on duty covering the practices
of several colleagues, including
a pediatrician. I was called by
a woman who told me she had
a problem with her middleschool-aged sOn. The boy had gotten mad at another kid at school
the day before' and 1et talking
about it all day. The woman had
left her son at home for severd returned to find
al hours
e- ad s the mattress, of
his bed on fire.
I asked her, "Was your son
burned?" She replied, "No, he's
fine.," "So how can I help you?".
I asked. "I need your advice,
doctor. Should I spank him?"
That's a child who needs a
few more years before he's left
and a mother
at home alone
who needs to help ker child deal
better with frustratibon

DEAR DOCTOR K: My husband and I work full time, and
we have a daughter in middle
school. Is it safe for her to be
alone after school until we get
home from work?
DEAR READER: By middle school, your child may be
resisting the idea of a baby sitter or afterschool program, yet you
may not feel
comfortable
leaving her
home by herself.
By the age
of II or 12
middle
school
some children
By
stay
can
Dr. Anthony
home alone
Komaroff
safely for up
to a few
hours. Every child matures at a
different rate, so it's not just
age that matters in making your
decision. To stay alone safely
at home, your child must be
mature enough to handle any
potential emergency or stressful
situation that may arise.
In addition, she should be
able to understand and follow
important instructions. If you
leave your child home alone:
-- Make sure she knows how
to reach you. Post a phone number where you can be reached
at all times, along with emergency numbers. Include the number of a trusted adult, in case
you are not available.
-- Have your child • checlriti
with you when she first gets
home and then regularly until
you get home.
-- Teach your child basic safety rules:
*Do not enter your home if
a door isn't closed all the way,
a window is open or broken, ol
a strange car is in the drive-

Dr. Komaroff

(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor, Boston, MA
02115.)

the Virgin Mary.)
In 1862, the Civil War Battle
of Fort Donelson began in Tennessee. (Union forces led by Brig.
Gen. Ulysses S. Grant captured
MI fort five days later.)
937, a six-week-old sitI
don stilke against General Motors
with
5.0n1PiT)h-4gree'
ing to recognize the United AVomobi Workers Union.
In 945, President Franklin D.
Roo velt, British Prime Minister
Winskn Churchill and Soviet
leader Josef Stalin signed the Yalta
Agreement during World War II.

13.AEIV Ett_lJE.S(*)

L_COrsi IDI E(")
SAY, THAT'S i.
KINO OF A FUNNY
NAME, ISN'T IT,
DAGW0001

NO OFFENSE
DAGWOOD
MY NAME'S

LEO

In 1975, Margaret Thatcher Was
EMPTY
elected leader of Britain's oppo-W
BOTTLES
sition Conservative Party.
ARE NO
In 1979, followers of AyatolGIFT
lah Ruhollah Khomeini (hohDear
MAY'-nee) seized power in Iran.
Readers:
In 1990, South African black
Here is this
activist Nelson Mandela was freed
w'eek's
after 27 years in captivity.
SOUND OFF,
In 1993, President Bill Clinabout donatton announced his choice of Miami
ing
used
prosecutor Jançt Reno to be the
items:
nation's first f4ale attorney gen"While helping my mom pack
eral, after two earlier candidates
hygiene bags for the homeless and
stumbled because they'd hired illedisadvantaged, I noticed that some
gal aliens.
people donated productsfrom hotel
stays. While this is a kind gesture, • the majority of the containers were either empty or contained literally just drops of product!
"I was horrified and sick to
my stomach, and wondered how
many people received empty bottles, as the packers had no clue
that the tiny bottles were empty.
"Please ask your helpful readers to not donate empty or nextto-empty bottles! — Paula, via
email"
Paula, you are right, and thank
you for reminding my readers.
Readers, please donate GOOD
LEO DE JANEIRO
goods! Half-used of anything is
of no use and wastes the volunteer's time. — Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise

bY.
Helome

lapis lazuli, jade or any oiher soft
P.O. Box 795000
or porous stone.
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Save leftover cleaner in a clearFax: 1-210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com ly labeled jar. You can reuse it
until the mixture turns cloudy. But
FAST FACTS '
Dear Heloise: Uses for a half- since it's so cheap, after a few
times, pour it in the kitchen sink
gone bag of chips:
* As a topping for salads and and scrub with a brush, and any
grease "and grime will disappear.
soups.
— Heloise
* On a sandwich for crunchiHARD SEAL
ness.
Dear Heloise: When removing
* Coat vegetables with the
crumbs, then fry.
a heat-sealed lid (as in carining
* Top casseroles and other dish- jars), just insert a meta) edge (dull
side of any knife or coin) into
es with them.
the thinnest slot between the lid
— Margarette in Texas
and the first screw bump, and
JEWELRY CLEANER
Dear Heloise: Can you please twist. You won't damage the lid,
reprint your recipe for jewelry it can be used again for short
cleaner? I have used it once and fridge storage (ONLY — Heloise),
was very happy with the results, or you can put it on the jar upside
but now I can't find my copy. Thank down, put the screw ring on and
store the jar with no dust getting
you. — A Reader, via email
I sure can! This Heloise hothe- in the jar. Make sure the jar is
made jewelry cleaner works well dry first. And DO NOT use the
lid a second time for canning,
and costs just pennies to make.
Just mu equal parts ammonia because the seal has been comand water. Soak jewelry for a few promised. — Gail in San Antominutes, and use an old tooth- nio
brush to GENTI,Y remove any built- CANDLE-WAX CLEANUP
Dear Heloise: Easy cleanup
up dirt. Rinse jewelry with warm
water. Be sure ta...p.ut_satnething for candle wax, especially after
over the 'drain so yyti do not lose 'eight days on a menorah: Spray
with nonstick cooking spray before
your pieces!
This cleaner recipe is, only for use. The wax will rub off. —
real GOLD and DIAMOND jew- Cathy in. Florida
(02013 by King Features Synelry. DO NOT use with opal, pearl,
t'lirquoise, coral, malachite, amber, dicate Inc.

Crosswords
IDILIST- 11•11(FA ,
BELIEVE ME'
YOU ALREADY RAVEI JUST CAN'T
REPEAT IT.

I WANT TO
MAKE A NAME FOR
MYSELF IN T4E
NW% WORLD.

GI
— A Ft IF 1 E.
LIZ MAKES MY
HEART POUND

AND MAKES ME SWEAT'
AND WEAK IN THE KNEES

1 THINK
IT'S LOVE

ACROSS
1
5
10
11
13
14
15
17
18
19
20
21
22
25
26
27.
28
29
33
34
35
37
38
39
40
41

Together, in music
Lunch and dinner
Gambler's giveaway
Friends
Road division
Convey
Apple pie order
Vining plant
More precipitous
— vous plait
Convent resident
Solitary
Petty quarrels
Big ringers
Lights-out tune
Heir, at times
Artist Jean
Hard bargainer
In favor of
Battle site of 1945
Unyielding
Mile or meter
Bagel choice
Turn to liquid
Discourage
Victim
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NOW I'M SUPPOSED
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LOT #2: 5

LOT #3: L

LOT #4: C

LOT #5: N

LOT #6: F

LOT #7: B

LOT #8: T

MCCLAF
110 N. 71
270-753to obtain
per KRS
376.275,
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DOWN
Book of maps
Coped
Arm bones
Periodic table listing
Horse with no wins
Playwright Rice
Swiss peak
Intermediary
Dinner unit
Fashions
Musical work
Olympics leap
Work groups
Conditionally released
Inform
Kind of dancing
Finn's friend
Blackjack request
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Cruise vessel
Writer Zola
Tattered
D.C. baseballer

30
31
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36

1
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PERSON,
LOT #1:1

Hints From Neloise

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Monday, Feb. 11, the
42nd day of 2013. There are 323
days left ,in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 11, 1963, American
author and poet Sylvia Plath was
found dead in her London flat, a
Suleide, she was 30.
On this date;
-In 1858, a French girl.
Bernadette Soubirous, reported the
first of 18 visions of a lady dressed
in White in a grotto near Lourdes. (The Catholic Church later
accepted that the visions were of
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for any

(one into the
✓ permission.
caller on the
there is no

error Murray Ledger & limes will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertoft'Any error should be report-

e

stove, oven,
eaters or other
)liances while
is specifically
to do so.
ur child knows
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state.
3ng ago I was
the practices
ues, including
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her middlele boy had gotkid at school
d let talking
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me for severJrned to find
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I help
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who needs a
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Boston, MA
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Legal &Pica
Notice
Personale
Financial
Roommate Panties
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Pens
Went To Buy
Arbcies For Sale
APPalinces
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn 4 Garden

010
•

010

Legal
Notice

L•411

LEANUP

Easy cleanup
specially after
nenorah: Spray
ing spray before
II rub off. -

g Features Syn-

Reed Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Penns For Sale
Acreage
Horne* For Sake
litotorcedes ATIrs
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vane
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats ei Motors
Services Ottered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

Notice

ADVETISEMENT FOR BIDS ON SURPLUS PROPERTY

I

$825 First Day. 20 words or less- Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
'Pre poblisrler n•lci

• ai 're

31r1,

ght

r SIN

DEADLINES

%I 1 1-4

$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Penal)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday(Shopping Guide)

tO rolocl or ccl

• AND Li WIT

bray
Si* Star
Tuts*
*du*
Tbendel

Fti 10 ut.
Fel
WasNon.12p."
Tut 1A
Wed.12 pet.
Thur.12pu.

01,01,

Setuday

agar:11: 017..

's • CHARC 'F

I.

060

Advertisement for Bids

•

REM:ESTATE:

The Information for Bidders, Form of Bid, Form of
Contract, Plans, Specifications and Forms of Bid
Bond, Performance and Payment Bond, and other
contract documents may be examined at the following:
Associated General Contractors, Paducah KY and
Murray KY
Bacon, Farmer, Workman Murray KY
1".
Copies may be obtained at the office of Bacon
Farmer Workman located at 1215 Diuguid, Murray,
KY 42071, upon payment of $ 250.00 for each set.
Any unsacessful bidder, upon returning such set
promptly and in good condition, will be refunded his
payment, and any non-bidder upon so returning such
a st will be refilhded $ 250.00. -

The "Old" Hardin city Hall located at 90 Commerce Street, Hardin, Kentucky
42048, and being more particularly described in Deed Book 150, Page 177,
Marshall County Clerk's Office.
Lot No. 70 inihe town of Hardin, Kentucky, as shown by plat of said town of
record in Deed Book 35, page 393 Marshall Couirty Court Clerk's Office.
EXCEPT 35 feet off of the South side of said lot coveyed to Voris Utleyby deed
dated October 27, 1945 of record in Deed Book 75, page 204 Marshall County
Court Clerk's Office.
*la
Also: Begittichig at the Northwest corner of the M.H. Wilson lot; thence, North
with Main Street 5 feet to the Southwest corner of the Irvan Jones Garage lot
which is Lot No. 71; thence, East with the South line of the Irvan Jones Garage
lot 150 feet to Wades Alley; thence, South Sleet to the Northeast corner of the
M.H. Wilson lot; thence, with M.H. Wilson's North line to the point of the beginning, said parcel being 5 feet off of the South side of Lot No. 71.

Murray-Calloway Industrial Development Authority
(Owner)
Separate sealed bids for Kemmrich Industrial
Facility Project will be received by the MurrayCalloway Industrial Development Authority at the
office of Murray-Calloway Economic Development
Corporation, 1004 Waldrop Drive, Murray, KY
42071. Until 4 o'clock P.M., CST, February 28,
2013, and then at said office publicly opened and
read aloud.

The owner reserves the right to waive any informalities or to reject any or all bids.
--")
Each bidder must deposit his bid, security in the
amount, form and subject to the conditions provided
in the Information for Bidders.

1

LOT #2: 5 Assorted Chairs

Attention of bidders is particularly called to the
requirements as to conditions of employment to be
observed and minimum wage rates to be paid wilier
the contract, Section 3, Segregated Facility, SectIton
109 and F.O. 11246 and Title VI Minority bidders
are encouraged to bid.
No bidder may withdraw his bid within 90 days after
the actual date of the opening thereof.

LOT #4: Comituter-Desk & Gray Chair
LOT #5; Metal Desk & High Back Chair
LOT #6: Four (4) Phones & Phone Systent
LOT #7: Bathroom Cabinet

Jason F. Darnel],
Hardin City Attorney

MCCLARDS Towing
110 N. 7th Murray, KY
270-753-3146 intends
to obtain title, to sale
per KRS 376.270 KRS
376.275, the following
vehicles on their lot.
Owner or lienholder
has 14 days to object.
Brittany
Reynolds2002 Chev. Cavalier
Amanda Curtis-1998
Toyota Camry
Burnett-1993
Frank
Ford Explorer
Cronch-2004
Seth
Pontiac Grand Pnx
Michael Simons-1999
Dodge Avenger
Josh Hammett-2001
Toyota CaTrY
Bobby or Ratryne Ives
World
lienholder
Finance-1994
Jeep
Cherokee

Mark Manning, President

"EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY"

1st Month free!
•New Climate Control
Available
.24 7 Surveillance
*Pest Control
I Iwy 94 East
270-97'8-1400 or
)70-4854)1 ))

We love you!

060

Equal Opportunity Employer
Drug free facility/AAE
Tri-State International Trucks of
Murray Is now hiring full-time
Diesel Service Technicians

4.001111

270-519-0143
am&

a subscription to the

Laura Key

This career opportunitIr is for someone with experience working on Heavy/Medium
duty diesel trucks. Compensation will depend
on qualifications including computer skills. TriState offers great wages, insurance package,
401(k), paid vacation & holidays, and secure
employment. Apply in person at:
100 Max Hurt Dr., Murray, KY
Or Email: Icrabtree@tristateintemational.net
Or fax to 270-753-5773
Call 270-753-1372 for more information

LEDGER&TIMES

elo

Local Mail
1 Home Delivery
Callor Ay 1
1 3 mo.
-.435.00
3 mo.
1 6 Br.
6 mo..-..-.-$63.00
4105.00
1 1 yr.
1 yr.
1
1
All Other Mail
1 Rest of KY/TN
Pirryear & Beckman
Subscriptions
3
1 3 mo.---...470-50
6 alo.
1 6
yr.----$120.1141
I ye.
1
1
1
I Check

Money Order

Visa

c`7-1.1

POSITION: ACCOUNTING MANAGER - Mayfield, KY
Degree in accounting discipline required

1
Zip

1
1

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to:
1

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

1
1
a

060
Help Wanted
BODY man needed in
Paint Dept of a fast
paced production shop.
Applicants must be'
experienced with body
work and preparing a
unit for final paint
stage. Contact Richard
Hall (270)753-4256 or
stop
by Hannigan
Motorsports in Murray
for an application.

SERVICE
Representative
Services including document
preparation,
account
servicing/maintenance
(account reconciliation,
address change, stop
payments,
account
closings,
transfers,
processing
notary,
check orders). Must
possess a valid driver's
license. This position
pays $10/hour. Send
your resume or Cover
Letter
to:
kittsc ymailcom
090
Domestic & Childcare
NON
SMOKING
CLEANING Team has
one
opening
for
Commercial
OT
Residential job. 2279071

Cleaning
R.C.S.
Services Valentine's
Day Special
2.5/hr deep cleaning, 1
box of chocolate with
balloon or gift bag with
candles and balloon.
• Plus 10% next cleaning
BRICK Laborer. Call
for you or friend. $75
270-489-2790. Leave
270-970-4612
message if no answer.
SEEKING HOUSES
TO CLEAN
DENTAL Receptionist' 270-627-6095
Front Office Staff
WILL sit with elderly
Private Dental Practice
any hours.
in Murray seeking high270-328-8458
ly motivated individual
who is detailed orientWant to Buy
ed and can multi-task.
You must be very
ANTIGIUNS, Call Larry
friendly and possess
753-3633
great customer service
skills. Proficient cornBUYING old U.S.
r skjjs-e--..must.
coln collections.
Kn'Wtge of . dental
Small or large.
software and insurance
270-293-6999
billing is highly preCASH paid for
ferred. Full time posigood, used guns.
Monday
thru
tion
Benson Sporting
Thursday 8:00 a.m. to
Gopds, 519 S. 12th,
5:00 p.m. Will train the
Murray.
right candidate. Send
resume to a P.O. Box
GOOD used air condi1040-D
tioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electnc & gas heater,
DISCLAIMER
storm windows.
When accessing the
753-4109
section
"help wanted"
on our classifieds
webpage at
mfirrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
Me Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you

FENCE Experience
Previous
Needed.
experience in installing,
fabricating, fitting or
selling fence products
a plus. Please send
resumes to P.O. Box
7729 Paducah, KY
42002-7729.
Fax 270-444-7065 or
Ca11.270-444-0866
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Please
send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-3, Murray,
KY 42071.

Top Prices Paid

Fa

S Gold & Silver S
LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS

• Enters data into various accounting systems or accounts including the
general ledger, accounts receivable, accounts payable, and inventory and
prepares financial reports
• Reconciles various accounts which includes identifying discrepancies
and determining corrective action
Verifies accuracy of information used in select accounting transactions
such as researching incorrect information, determining the proper accounting treatment, and recommending corrections to the transaction originator
Analyzes and processes documents after examining for completeness
and accuracy
May specialize in areas such as accouhts payable or accounts receivable or John Deere settlements
If you are ready to )oln the team send resume's to

recrultInalltnitivnInc.cm

'GROWING Christian
School seeking qualified i1ementary educacandidates.
tion
Contadt 270-437-3170
PT child care provider.
Apply in person at
Childcare
Christian
Center. 810 VVhrtnell
SEASONAL CDL driver. Class A required.
Apply in person at
1266 Brewers Hwy.
Hardin. EOE

NICE 2BR trailer fo
rent. No pets. 753
9866

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
2 BD 1 BA Dup All Aps
No Pets. 753-0259
1BR Apts starting at
$275/month. Various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate. 753-9898
28R, 2BA at 406
Bambi
Crt.
north.
Available 3/1. 270-8415653. No pets
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
r Equal opportuorty

c

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
LARGE 2BR, 2 full
bath, C/H/A, all appliances, plus lawn service. 227-5173
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Agply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal- Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
• J&L RENTALS MINI-STORAGE 720 S. 4TH ST.'

-

Corner of 121 S.& Glendale.
10X10'S & 10x15's

(270)436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
.Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

lig

mercial Prop.
For Sale

For Sale or Lease
The Bullpen
Restaurant
Building
110 S. 5th St.
All equipment included
for turn key
restaurant pub operation
Serious inquiries
270-293-4602
Commerical Prop. For Bent
3.8 acres on,North 12th
Street Adjacent to
Zaxby restaurant arid
Walmart. 753-3949
THREE bay shop for
rent. One 12' door, two
9' or 10' doors. Great
location off 121 South.
$550.00 a month. Call
270-753-2905 or
270-293-8595 for further information.

Houses For Rent
1BR cabin 12 miles
south of Murray. $475
deposit, $475 /mo.
Includes all utilities
including cable. No
pets. 873-9013
1BR, IBA, W/D included $385.
2BR, IBA townhome,
W/D starting at
$500. Please call
270-703-7559

A C French & English
Bulldog puppies
270-335-3943 •
270-994-3915
AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies. - .270-335-3943
270-994-3915
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
410
Public Sale

305-0 12th Street
Murray. KY
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
150
Articles
For Sale
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. NEW in
plastic. $195 270-2934121. Can deliver.
CHRISTOPHER'S
Coins
is buying.
What coins do you
have to sell?
Business is booming Trends N' Treasures
Dr. Fuhrmann,
270-753-4161
FOR Sale: Wii Game
System
4 controllers, gun, and
games. $400 Call 2278721 after 5 p.m.
STRAW $3 50/bale
753-4582 or 227-7352
Appliences

Responsibilities:

MX

I St. Address
I
City

One...Company.endless opportunities

We are looking for bright, energetic, team
oriented individuals with a passion for
success in an organization committed to
providing innovative solutions to help our customers achieve their goals.
Whether you are a new graduate, or an experienced professional,
we have an outstanding opportunity for you.

Name

I State

Help Wanted

Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation
Center in Benton Kentucky, is currently seeking experienced SRNA's. We are offering a
sign on bonus of $500.00 to SRNA's who
have been state registered over tffree years
and has a good attendance. Here at Lake
Way we are building bridges from our home
to yours in everything we do.

Self Storage

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

El

SENIOR Portraits
High
School
a
College
Professional
Model
Portfolios
Bridal
Heirloom
Portraits
Guaranteed Highest
Quality.
Blythe's Photography
Since 1977
731-644-0316

060
, Help Wanted

Lynn Grove
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

February 11, 2013
(Date)

Papa Smurf
Storage

Happy 94th
Birthday
Mom!

280
iloblh Homes For Rent

Help Wanted

take notice that the City Hall of Hardin, Kentucky will accept sealed bids
on Monday, Mardi 21, 2013, ay 6:00 p.m at the new Hardin City Hall for the following described property. All personal property will be grouped in lot numbers.
Bids on personal property must conform by specifying the lot number and bidder's price for that particular lot number. Bidders on the real estate must be willing and able to close and produce certified funds within thirty (30) days of any '
acceptance by City of Hardin. Special.Warranty Deed to be issued to accepted
bidder on real estate . All items of real-estate and personal property arebeing
sold "as is' with no warranties or gaurantees whatsoever. The real estate and
iterlas of persohal may be viewed and/or inspected during regular lasiness hours
by contacting Hardin City Hall at (270) 437-4361. The City of Hardin reserves
the right to reject any or all bids for any reason.•
Please

GET THIS 1 X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

31

I 111•-ii'l

Leal
Notice

LOT #8: Two (2f Diamond-Plated Truck Tool Boxes & One(1) White Tool Box

When removing
(as in canning
neta) edge (dull
or coin) into
ietween the lid
!4v bump, and
lamage the lid,
gain for short
LY - Heloise),
n the jar upside
tw ring on and
no dust getting
sure the jar is
I NOT use the
e for canning,
has been cornin San Anto-

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
490
465
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

010
UMW
Notice

LOT #3: Long L-Shaped Table

'aner in a clearu can reuse it
t-ri.s cloudy. But
p, after a few
he kitchen sink
brush, and any
will disappear.

OA),CLASSIFIED AD RATES _AO

Fenn Equipmerg
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equiprriwit
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots Foe Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mabee Home For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business FliorMais
Apartments For Rent
Roorns For Rent
Houses FOf Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets II Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927

PERSONAL PROPERTY:
LOT #1: Desk, Computer Table, Chair. & Adding Machine.

any tither soft

190
195
200
210
220
290
270
2110
2115
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

1

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 [South !2,h

2BR IBA, No Pets
North of Murray
270-759-4826
2BR, IBA, all appliances, no pets 1/2
block from MSU
293-8867
3BR, 2BA, CA-l/A, all
appliances, carport. No
pets. $650/mo, references, and deposit.
753-1059 or 293-1645
NEWLY RENOVATED
3BR, IBA C/H/A plus
applianees-, 134FR -friendly. Very close to MSU.
$550/month
plus
deposit. Call 227-3250
SEVERAL homes for
rent in various locations. Coleman Real
Estate 270-753-9898
SEVERAL homes for
rent in various locations. 'Coleman Real
Estate 270-753-9898
SMALL 2BR rental
house. 1 mile south of
city limits. 227-6431 ot
293-6156
160
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

(270) 753-1713
280
Iktille homes For Rent

G&C
STORAGE end
PROPANE

3BR mobile home in
county. Coleman Real
Estate 270-753-9896

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell. (270r293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
CONSIGNING MOTH-ERS March 5-9 at the
County
Henry
Fairgrounds. Turn your
kid's outgrown clothing,
toys, and women's
clothing into money.
Participate by calling
731-697-6771 ir '731644-1126 or entail
ConsigningMotherseg
mail.com. Drop off is
March 3rd! Check out
our Facebook page.
Estate
Murray Ledger & Timm Fair
Housing Ad Notice

All real estate advertised herein
yulnect to the Federal Fair
Housing Ad, which makes it
illegal to advertise any prefer.
vice, limitation or chscnminanon ba-ted on race, mlor, religion. sex, handicap, tamilial status Of national ongut or intention to make any wch preferences, limitationc or dismmination
State laws forbid discnmirrahon
in the sale, rental or advertising
ot real estate based on factor' in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knoWingly accept ace
advertising he real estate which
is not in Wilation if the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings &het-Ined are
available on an equal opportuerrv bans.
For further romtancr with Fair
Housing Advertising require:/
merits, contact NAA COttimoY
Rene P Milam,00316484003

NM MIMS
OP/410110111,

CLASSIFIEDS

413• Monday, February 11, 2013

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
ploc.v.-,./
2

..coamr en
fop* neeleoli,

Murray Ledger &11mes
9x9 grid wilt
Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on aMO numbers 1 to
several given numbers The oteect is to 1laC0
each row each column and eacn
in lbe empty squares so that
The difficulty Verve
3,e3 box contains the Same number only once
Sunday
of the Conceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to

SUDOKU

%
,..e

JO

Concept's

SudoKu

3W

6

ticth

,

By Dave Green

..,

5659
8
7
8
3
6
217.
2
91 ,.4
_
2
98
1
59
_Difficu ty Level * 41
A

II.

M.-

Answer to previous puzzle

Ar
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4
7
2
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8
9
6
4
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1
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7 2
6 4
5 1
1 3
8 7
9 6
4 8
25
3 9

9
3
8
2
4
5
1
7
6

36 5
2 81
4 9 7
8 76
9 5 3
1 4 2
5 29
6 38
7 1 4
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Mail information, payment, and sender's name
and phone number to
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071 or come by
the office at 1001 Whitnell Ave, Murray
between 8:00a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
Contact Natasha or Chelsea at(270)753-A16

PICTURES - $12 EACH

Deadline for receipt of
photos Er love lines is
Monday. February 11
LOVELINE - $10 EACH
at 5PM.
(no more than two people per
picture and no more than 15 words)
$8 more for a double spot

for more information.

(no more than 25 words)

Saturday, March 2nd 201361 10:00 AM
85 Locust Grove Rd. Murray, KY 42071
771e e2oh,t &lie rst'Aie

Frani Norm KY: Take ffity. 121 South Approximately 2 Miles Then Turn Right On Locust
Grove Rd And Proceed ro Aucbon Site. Skins Posted!!

A 3 BEDROOM 2 BATH BRICK HOME
& BUILDINGS ON 2.3 +/- ACRES!!
EXCELLENT LOCATION JUST2MILES SOUTH OF MURRAY
CITY LIMITS!JUST OFF HWY. 121!

REAL ESTATE: A 1 TOO +1- Sq. Ft 4 Bedroom 2 Ban Brick Home Featuring Eat-in When. Living
Floonng & Central HA
Room, Family Room verias Log Fireplace. Oblity Room, Sunroom. Laminate
ir Workshop yii:' Concrete
Edtenor Features Include A Paved Dave Metal Roof. Large Deck, C,00cr
Storage Budding velaetal Rgot &
Fix(82 Overhead 3ocirs. 30 x30 Vinyl Sided 2 Car Detached
Workenop Ansa & A Wooffivodung Shop Ail On 2 3 *,'- Acres
AUCTIOW HELD OW SITE!
REAL ESTATE OFFERED AT 1000
1 0,800 Wes) 1996 Ford F 150 XLT 2W0
YEICLESMOLF CART - 20X)Kla Sepina 4 Door • e. 0.
Extended Cab Truck 022,000 Alessi Old Yamaha Gas Powered Golt Cart
.
PROPANE TAM -(2)500 Gan Propane Tanks
EMAPIENT/TOOLS-5'Pang Meter Filial WM,Ford 3 Botaxn Plow.6' 3Pt Disc, 3 Pt Single Plow,
3 Pt Boom Pak, 3Pt Post Hole Digger ivr1 2' Ailtri, 3 Pt Seeder. 3 Pt 50 Gal Sprayer. 500 cial Fuel Tank
atElectric Frump Kuhn EL25 4' Titter Yard Macnrre Front Tine Titter Lincoln AC225 Am Welder. Crirtemarteal Blower. NAPA 10 AMP Charger. ARD Sevaad. MD DON MD Cordless Slue Saw Numerous Y'Srd.
Garden Tools. Delta Mete Tod Bed. Fishing Poles & tackle, kitsc. Plumbing gems, Electric Remington Pak
Saw, Precision Garden Seeder, Craftsman Bench Sander Stanley ciodut Set Sid Sander Milwaukee 7 ei
Saw MO Jigsaw. Craftsman Router Della Scree Saw. MD Kate Saw. Della Word Lathe Della Table Saw
Several Woodworking Tools, Flad Jacks. Craftsman 4'Side Grnder. Tap & Dyes, Work Bench, Hand Tools
T-Posts. Honda Portable Heater &Oak Bench Grinder.'itornaN Slacked Rod Around Tod Chest, General
Pressure Illasher. 2 Wheel Lawn Cart Guardian 12 speed Dag Press Craftsman 12 'rn' Planerikkider
Acetylene tanks/torches Upnght Art Compressor. 1 1 Be impact Ond, Shop Vacuums
FURNSTURE/APPLINICES - Curio Cabinet. Ornate Curio C.adnet. End Tables Svnvel Rocker Patio
Furniture. Estate Reniuratx. Odd Tent See Bed,5 Pc Crew Bedroom Suez. Frigidaire Electric Stove.
Hotpoint Reeperalor, Kenmore Washer Estate Electric Dryer. Duna Cabinet, 4 Pc Oak Bedroom
Suite 4 Tiered Comer Stand, Quilt Pack.Wash Stand virliasto & Pitcher. Full Size Cherry Bed. Large Cedar
Chest Old TrAK: Vlocden Milking Stool Wicker toveseat Small Chesi Type Freezer
SUISSWARE/ROUSEHOLD ITEMS01119C.- 5 Kill Swan Planters Cookie Jan Collection i'MotherBoyGoose,
&
Chickens. Chostmas Bear, Etc I Stir Glees Hens On Nest Figurines, Covered Butter Dish., Blue
kmernus
Pinky Prints. President Statue Collection. Schuttz Beer & Ale Cast Iron Wagon will Horses,
Cast dun Paces !,Skiliets_ Boater, Wagner. Etc.I. Blue Moon & Stars Compote Pressure Cookers. Carnival
Japan
Glass 6randeware, Lamps, Mantle Clock. 011 Lamps Old Marbles, Severed Pots & Pans Dishes,Glass.
Tea Set. Rahvare. Cake Stands. Soup Terrine. Beside Edge Vall Kirov Depressor Glass. Mik
Numerous Prints Pressed Glass, Coca-Cola Gassier Set. Lehmann Train Set_ P20 Crock. *6 bock
Petouze Mad Scale
11
S. 9
VISIT HATIRISAUC I
Premium
Buyer's
A10%
Days
30
In
Balance
Sale
Of
Day
151
Dow
REAL ESTATE TERMS:
Mil Be Added To The Final Bid & rickided in The Contract Price. Make Inspections Poor To Date
Be Reqiired To Sign A Lead Based Part Wilver
Of Sale Buyer
PERSONAL PROPERTY TERMS Cash or ova D. Of Sale With Pr.or ideddfic.,aban

II 11111111S1

kentuckylake
remodeling cOm

DRYWALL & painting.
no pcib too big or small.
Free estimates. Call
Logan at
270-293-0476.

fi,i 4.0 414,hetoml
4 I(
DI 4, I
. • P olt

111.110\

vt,
800-380-4318

270-247-3253

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
_

GARLAND'
RENTAL
"It you've got it, we tan store ir
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
,
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Surveillance
24/7
and
Lights, Electricity,

WWW4ECIAC.NET

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing.
We Do it All'
No Job To Small'
270-873-9916
,r visit our website

111,-.

lelostrIal/CeemereleUlesideatlal
looses C. Sallioners

Services Offered
1131
[

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

..4.—..-

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

(270) 759-0890

530
Services Offered

REAL ESTATE AUCTION

1:111 1 \1111

6a11/02'

•Firewood
*Insured

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGENII \ I
• weekly & zcial pickups
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293.2784
HILL SEPTIC
4. PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Veer Septle Meth
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686
MYERS Computer &
More
PC cleanup, repairs,
custom build service.
Emergency lighting &
radio programming.
Low budget photography•
Call 270-681-0714
MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

(270) 489-2839

All^114 IN
McCUISTON

kitt /WM a
.
it MI

.4m:fru/kr 11,),/,
I iii•nsi•il A Instil-ill
(270) 226-5444

- 270-753-2905

ROOFING
:

Crik'nt

n

270-293-1924

eed somewhere to

Free Estimates

Store your itieff7

We Offer:
• All Slite Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• We now have
80 Climate Control Units

All the quality...
without all the mess

All our line ads are placed online for ERE!
From pets to used cars
Check the-CLASSIFIEDS for all you needs!

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

753-1916

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

I IFIRMIE
WOOD]

I

PAL

pl

idithriOn

Tree
YEARRY'S
Service.Licensed and
insured, 24/hour emergency assistance. Free
estimates. 436-2562,
227-0267

'Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

ETS
L
Ire
I

mi mckl,
LEDGER&TIMES
1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY
imaisSui

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Blgar

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 21-Dec. 21)
HAPPY BUR1'HI:115( for Tuesday, Feb. 12,2013:
Your sluggishness will pass quickly. How, you respond to that
***
and
detached
emotionally
being
This year you alternate between
says a tot about you. A discussion allows more openenergy
slow
being oversensitive. If you have an artistic talent, it- is likely to ness between you and a loved one. This exchange will encourage
emerge. This ability could be profitable. Your communication with you to make a couple of confidential calls and do research. Tonight:
others becojnes more,importunt than it has been in many years. If Strut your stuff!
you are single, someone could come into your life unexptctedly. CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
This bond could be very passionate if you meet before July. If you **** Initiate conversations and schedule meetings. You might
are attached, you- often have very emotional talks. A new interest in need to revise your plans once you hear certain news. A meeting
communication tould add new clarity and warmth to your bond. might take on a very serious tone. Find out what is going on beyond
someone's grim expression. Talking helps. Tonight: Get some fresh
PISCES knows how to spend your money well.
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Used Cars

For Sale

Home for Sale
on Golf Course
-Murray, KY-

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance

S68 per sq. ft.
Video Tour:
www.
HomesByOwner.
com/62941

270-227-3303
House For Sale
Farm
Mathis
Subdivision
:$BR, 3BA
LA, OR, KIT. FR, BON.
2 Car AU/Garage '
Corner 1.2/acres
Detached workshop
270-293-6545
2-4

___Is
erileid Maim
Reed

hoilandmotcrsaies
270-7534461
1970 Dodge Charger
RfT 440 Magnum.
automatic, BLACK ON
BLACK, factory NC,
asking $8500, timmany70juno.corn
502-354-8759.
J 10
Campers
2003 Springdale by
Keystone. 12ft slideout,
30ft. bumper pull.
$8995 270-293-4602
1986 Nomad 30 foot
camper. New fridge
and hot water heater
Camper in excellent
shape. Set up in
Murray mobile home
park. Excellent place to
live cheap. Lot rent
$150/month. $3,450
obo 706-982-0440

R

IB Motors

KATCHER Auto Sales
121 South Murray. KY
270-752-0755
09-PT Cruiser
06-Chew Equinox LT

.011-Ford Escape

1—

01140A Sorento LX 4X4
04-Saturn We V6 AWD
04-Grand Air GT One
Omar
93-Jeet Uboty

cI

15.5 foot Arrow Glass
Fishing Boat
50/H.P. Eyinrude motor
and foot control trolling
motor-new Eagle D.F.
New esinVerseiwheeis
Stored
traitor.
on
inside. Above average
condition $1,860
270-293-6062

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

M

PFLSPAci-TEs.?ti:lc
From design to
completion, we work
with you to meet your
budget &
Resident/a/ & Cornmerciat
.Free t.stimates
Our wait & quality
is guaranteed.
Murrayconstcom
270-293-9170

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

.753-9562
www.hilklectric.com
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters.
junk & tree work
A-I Lainb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate.
270226-5576

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult
ARIES(March 20-April 19) le
*** You might feel a bit off in the morning. Postpone key discussions, as others seem unwilling to TOYS forward or change their
ideas. Tomorrow is another day. The best use of your time is to
choose what you can do by yourself. Tonight: Join a friend. Have
some fun together.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

**** use the daylight hours to the max. At this point in time, you
will get people to stand behind you and your ideas, and if you move
quickly, you just might get the OK on a key project. If not, you'll have
to wait until the end of the week. Tonight: Npt to be found.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Claim your power, but understand that you might encounter
some backlash. Do you really care? Move forward with a project that
has been sitting on the sack burner. Tomonov4 is another day, when
others might be More flexible. Tonight: Do only what you want.

CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
**** Reach out to a friend at a distance.'The conversation you
have will be quite enlightening. Your creativity might be falling flat.
Try to brainstorrnWith friends for solutions. A.child or loved one could
be,overserious. Tonight: Act as if you don't have a care in the world.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Your romantic side emerges, and you might wonder how best
to communicate your feelings. You come from a place of security, yet
you question your ability to get past someone's stem demeanor. If
you hit a roadblock, try to get a new perspective. Tonight: Near
muSIC.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
*** Others want to understand your position. You might not be very
clear, so be sure to share more openly. Avoid being too serious, or
you could end up creating distance between you and someone you
care a lot about. Tonight: Check your budget before making a purchase.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Have you overcommitted yourself? Dear with this issue as
soon as you can. You know what is happening in day-to-day matters.
Detach, and gain a better perspective. A boss seems reticent to have
a conversation. Don't read more into this than is there. Tonight: Out
and about.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** News coming in from a distance could set you back. You
might not have the whole story yet. Be willing to get to the bottom of
what is happening. Not knowing could make you edgy, unless you
assume a positive stance. A meeting keeps you on track! Tonight: Do
some shopping.

SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
***** Focus on meetings and get-togethers with others. Fatigue

could be an issue Slow down a little, take a cat nap and eat well You
will become re-energized quite quickly that way. Try not to be so serious with a loved one. Tonight. Take the dog'for a walk --you need a
little exercise

I
The
Tuesd
Highs
Northeas

Tuesd
/cloudy. A
in the ev

BORN TODAY
Former U.S. president 4braham Lincoln (1809), originator of the biological theory of evolution Charles Darwin (1809), author Judy Blume
(1938)
***
Jacqueline Blot'Is on the Internet at www.Jacquelinebigar.corn.
(c) 2013 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Give Life.
DONATE BLOOD

UBRA(Sept 23-Oct 22)
*** Dive right in. and get as much done as possible. Allow greater
give-and-take in the process of resolving a personal problem. You
have a way of telling someone to drop dead without that person even
realizing it until hours later. Tonight: Let the party begin at your place.

30s

American
Red Cross
Calloway Courtly Chapter

& Ca
Hornet
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